Tullahoma Comprehensive Plan

THE PLAN

PLACE TYPES
Understanding “Urban”
The “Urban” Place Type
category is one of five main
categories for Tullahoma, but
it has the greatest potential to
be misunderstood. For many
people, the term “urban” conjures up images of skyscrapers, honking car horns, and
rat-infested alleys. However,
urban areas are distinguished
from suburban areas primarily
by the following traits:

Place Types Overview

opment form, Place Types are recommendations for the future rather

In previous decades, the primary feature of a comprehensive plan

map on page 43 should be used in the future for zoning purposes,

was the Land Use Plan. However, such an approach failed to consider important issues that go beyond the two-dimensional topic
of land use. Consequently, current planning practice takes a more
holistic approach and considers a wide range of issues to deter-

than serving as an existing conditions inventory. The Place Types
although the fine-grained nature of zoning may require the creation of more or fewer zoning districts than the number of Place
Types contained in this plan.

mine what are referred to as “Place Types.”

“We don’t want a plan based on land uses. We want a plan

Place Type Determinants

uses?”

The following characteristics are considered to determine Place

Mitchell Silver - Former President - American Planning Association

based on experiences. Who visits downtown to see land

Types:
• Land use

• Scale

Factors Considered for the Place Types Map

• How buildings relate to their
associated streets;
• Where parking is located;
• How different land uses spatially relate to one another.

• Spacial patterns

• Form

Below are the various factors that were considered in preparing

• Intensity/density

• Character

the Place Types map for Tullahoma illustrated on page 43:

Another way of thinking of
“urban” is to think “pedestrianfriendly.” Even a small country
crossroads village or hamlet
with one-story buildings can
be urban in form if the buildings are set relatively close to
the street, off-street parking is
located behind buildings, land
uses are physically integrated,
and the overall environment
is walkable. In short, “urban”
places should be no more
feared than Tullahoma’s cherished Downtown is feared.

improvement over those earlier approaches.

The combination of these factors adds up to “places.” This approach differs from earlier planning practices and is a substantial

Key Place Type Categories
The five broadest Place Type categories include the following:
• Natural

• Urban

• Rural

• Special Districts

• Suburban
Within each of those categories are a series of more specific Place
Type sub-categories.
Relationship of Place Types to Zoning
Zoning is one of many tools to implement a plan such as this plan
for Tullahoma. Although the determination of Place Types for any
specific location is driven strongly by existing land uses and devel-

1. Inherent land features, including the presence and extent of
environment constraints, such as steep slopes and floodplains.
2. Existing land uses, including the area’s context.
3. Current density or intensity, form, and character of development, including the area’s context.
4. Existing and potential infrastructure, including the availability
of roads, sewer, water, and power to the area.
5. Real estate market conditions, including those identified by this
plan’s housing market analysis.
6. Public and stakeholder preferences based upon this project’s
public engagement process.
7. Current public policies, including zoning and development
policies.
8. “Best Practices” for city planning, including Smart Growth and
sustainability approaches in pursuit of a high quality of life for
Tullahoma’s citizens.
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PLACE TYPES
T U L L A H O M A

NATURAL

RURAL

P L A C E

SUBURBAN

T Y P E S

URBAN

SPECIAL

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL

Locations
Throughout the city, but particularly in the southeast and
west. It is associated with
creeks and related floodplains, particularly along
Rock Creek.

Locations
Peripheral to the city and exclusively within Tullahoma’s
Urban Growth Boundary
areas in Coffee and Franklin
Counties.

Locations
Throughout the city, including corridors along key roads
such as Jackson Street.

Locations
Core areas around Downtown, as well as throughout
the city with respect to new
traditional neighborhoods.

Locations
Generally scattered, but
particularly in the northwest
and southeast areas of town.

Geographic Form
Irregularly shaped linear and
curvilinear forms following the natural contours of
streams.
Optimal Land Uses
Undeveloped areas for outdoor passive recreation and
greenways.
Density & Form
Not applicable because of
the very limited development in such areas.

Geographic Form
Nodal in form, irregularly
shaped and expansive.
Optimal Land Uses
Undeveloped open space,
agriculture, and low-density
single-family housing.
Density & Form
Other than Natural areas, the
lowest density for Tullahoma
(min. 3-acre lots). Houses,
outbuildings, and agricultural structures in generally
informal patterns.

Geographic Form
Based on the sub-category,
as commercial and mixed
use areas are linear, while
residential areas are nodal.

Geographic Form
Primarily nodal and rectilinear in shape because they
are bound by property lines.

Optimal Land Uses
A wide range of residential,
commercial and civic uses.

Optimal Land Uses
A wide range of residential,
commercial and civic uses.

Density & Form
A range of residential densities, including lots generally
no less than 10,000 sq. ft.,
and relatively low-density
commercial. An automobile
orientation with segregation
of most land use types.

Density & Form
Buildings fronting on streets
with on-street parking, parking lots behind buildings,
alleys, sidewalks, integrated
land uses, parks/plazas, and
relatively small residential
lots. These are the highest
density areas of town.

Geographic Form
Most areas are nodal, but
some are linear along the
key highways and rail lines.
Optimal Land Uses
Depending upon the specific
place type, but institutional
uses, industrial uses and
large community facilities.
Density & Form
Varies greatly depending
upon the use. Industrial uses
can be large and should be
buffered at the periphery.
Institutional uses are often
campus-like. Most areas are
relatively low-density.
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PLACE TYPES
Place Types Map
At right is the Place Types map that serves as the overall foundation of this plan, including the map legend
indicating the various Place Type categories and subcategories. The number of sub-category areas are listed
below for each of the main Place Type categories:
• Natural - 1

• Suburban - 6

• Rural - 1

• Urban - 6

• Special - 6

The following pages explain each Place Type and their
sub-categories. It is noteworthy that, if Place Types are
transformed into Zoning districts at some point in the
future, they would only become relevant when new development is proposed because of the “grandfathering”
of all existing land uses and development. Also, the introduction of new roads may change some Place Types.

Note: The SRL
and TNN Place Types
are intentionally
graphically identical
since they are options
for the same
locations.
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PLACE TYPES
Natural Areas
Natural Areas consist of water bodies, floodplains, and
wetlands, as illustrated with cross hatching on the map.
Locations
Natural areas are located throughout the city, but particularly in the southeast and west portions of Tullahoma.
They are associated with creeks and related floodplains
and wetlands, particularly along Rock Creek.
Geographic Form
Natural areas feature irregularly-shaped linear and curvilinear forms following the natural contours of streams.
Optimal Land Uses
The optimal land uses for Tullahoma’s Natural areas include undeveloped areas for environmental value, outdoor passive recreation, and greenways and their associated trailheads.
Density & Form
This consideration for Natural areas is not applicable because of the very limited development that should occur
in such areas. Consequently, these areas comprise Tullahoma’s lowest density and intensity lands. However, land
owners can always raise the elevation with fill material so
that new buildings are elevated above the floodplain.
It is noteworthy that, because environmental resources
are typically protected through development regulations
such as floodplain regulations rather than through zoning, a zoning district specific to Natural areas is unlikely to
be designated. Consequently, other Place Types are illustrated beneath the cross hatching for the Natural areas.
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PLACE TYPES
Natural Areas (continued)
“The beneficial use of the flood plain is our best protection against floods. The preservation of wetlands
protects a natural sponge for floodwaters....”
- Senior FEMA Official
Source: Earthquake Engineering Research Institute’s Mitigation Center
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SPECIAL

CHARACTER IMAGERY: NATURAL AREAS

REPRESENTATIVE AERIAL PHOTO
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Rural Areas
With the exception of Natural areas, which are also shown
on the map at right, Rural areas should have the lowest
density levels for development. These areas are highlighted in the olive shade of green in the map at right.
Locations
Tullahoma’s Rural areas are located exclusively in the
Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) portions of the community beyond the city limits and within Coffee and Franklin
Counties. It is recognized that the respective Counties
have authority within these areas and this is merely a recommendation in case any future annexations might occur.
Geographic Form
Rural areas are nodal in form (not linear), irregularly
shaped and expansive.
Optimal Land Uses
The primary land uses within Tullahoma’s Rural areas include undeveloped open space, agriculture, low-density
single-family houses and associated outbuildings.
Density & Form
Other than the Natural areas, Tullahoma’s Rural areas
have the lowest density with minimum lot sizes of 3 acres.
Building heights should not exceed 35 feet. Front, side
and rear setbacks for building should be at least 100 feet.
Houses, outbuildings, and agricultural structures are scatted in generally informal patterns.
See pages 107-108 in this plan’s “Plan Implementation”
section for more on Tullahoma’s Urban Growth Boundary.
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PLACE TYPES
Rural Areas (continued)
“The care of the earth is our most ancient and most
worthy and, after all, our most pleasing responsibility.
To cherish what remains of it, and to foster its renewal,
is our only legitimate hope.”
- Wendell Berry - poet and environmental activist
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Suburban Areas
Suburban areas are too developed to be Rural, and too
low-density and auto-dependent to be Urban. Suburban
areas occupy more of Tullahoma than any of the other primary Place Types. The six Suburban Place Types can be
categorized into two general groups, as follow:
Commercial / Mixed Use Areas
There are two Suburban Commercial / Mixed Use areas:
Suburban Corridor Areas
These are linear places oriented along Tullahoma’s primary highways that feature a range of commercial uses.
Suburban Office Areas
There are only two such areas and they flank either side of
Jackson Street near the airport.
Neighborhoods
There are four categories of Neighborhood Place Types:
Suburban Neighborhoods - Low
These primarily residential areas have the largest lot sizes
for single-family detached houses.
Suburban Neighborhoods - Low / TNN Option
This option is explained in the Urban Place Types section
regarding Traditional Neighborhood - New (TNN).
Suburban Neighborhoods - Medium
Similar to the “low” category above, these areas have
slightly smaller residential lots.
Suburban Neighborhoods - High
Very limited in land area, this Place Type features the highest density of Suburban residential areas.
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PLACE TYPES
Suburban Areas (continued)
“The two elements of the suburban pattern that cause
the greatest problems are the extreme separation of
uses and the vast distances between things.”
- James Howard Kunstler - planning critic
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PLACE TYPES
Suburban Areas (continued)

Locations

SUBURBAN CORRIDOR AREAS

Street corridor in the general vicinity of the airport. Rather than fronting directly onto

These areas feature primarily post-1950s development with a strong automobile orienta-

North Jackson Street, these areas are located behind those Suburban Corridors.

tion. Planning objectives for these important and high-profile areas include smaller and
less signage, more landscaping, expanded sidewalks, fewer and narrower driveways, crossaccess between adjoining sites, and less front parking and more to the sides and rear of
buildings.
Locations
This Place Type is located along just two key roads - North and South Jackson Streets
(Hwy. 41A) and East Carroll Street (Hwy. 55)
Geographic Form
Tullahoma’s Suburban Corridors have a linear form flanking either side of their associated roads for the majority of their lengths. However, they have the future potential to
be more nodal at key road intersections.

There are only two Suburban Office areas, and they flank either side of the North Jackson

Geographic Form
Tullahoma’s Suburban Office areas have a nodal form, which is preferable relative to the
linear form of the adjacent Suburban Corridors.
Optimal Land Uses
Optimal land uses for this Place Type include offices of various types, including medical
offices and corporate headquarters.
Density & Form
As with Suburban Corridors, this Place Type features buildings with a range of building
footprints. However, building heights can range from one to three or four stories. Front
setbacks are typically at least 35 feet. This Place Type is generally suburban in form and
character, including frequent curb cuts / driveways and parking that is typically located

Optimal Land Uses

between the road and buildings. However, as noted previously, it is a planning objective

Optimal land uses for this Place Type include retail, dining (including fast food with

to improve the parking locations, access, signage and landscaping of such places.

drive-thru windows), personal services, and related uses. While not currently prevalent,
there is also future potential for multi-family housing.

SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOODS - LOW*

Density & Form

es in Tullahoma, and they are located relatively peripheral within the city boundaries. Key

This Place Type features buildings with a wide range of building footprints from small,

planning objectives for such areas include the preservation of common open space and

single-use structures to large big-box commercial. Most buildings are one-story in

strong multi-modal connectivity.

These primarily residential areas have the largest lot sizes for single-family detached hous-

height. This Place Type is generally suburban in form and character, including frequent
curb cuts / driveways and parking that is typically located between the road and build-

Locations

ings. Front setbacks are typically at least 35 feet. The City’s objective is that, in the future,

This Place Type is located in peripheral areas of Tullahoma in all directions, although the

such areas will have fewer curb cuts / driveways,more parking on the sides of buildings,

most expansive such area is in the northeast quadrant of the city.

and less parking between buildings and their associated streets.
SUBURBAN OFFICE AREAS
There are only two areas that have been designated as Suburban Office Place Types, and
the planning objectives are similar to those of the adjacent Suburban Corridor areas.

Geographic Form
This Place Type is nodal in form and has generally rectilinear shapes given that they are
dictated by linear property lines.
* The Traditional Neighborhood - New (TNN) option is explained in the Urban Place Types section.
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PLACE TYPES
Suburban Areas (continued)

Type is suburban in form and character, including relatively generous front setbacks for
houses at a minimum of approximately 35 feet. While lots are typically accessed by a

Optimal Land Uses

front driveway, it should be encouraged that the visual impact of garages be minimized

Optimal land uses for this Place Type are single-family detached houses and any ancil-

by: 1) placing it at the rear of a lot; 2) recessing it behind the front facade if the garage

lary uses, including outbuildings and institutional uses that support housing.

doors face the street; or 3) turn it so that the garage doors do not face the street.

Density & Form

SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOODS - HIGH

Lots in these areas are 20,000 square feet (or a half acre) and greater. Minimum lot

While somewhat limited in land area, this Place Type features the highest density of Sub-

widths are 75 to 100 feet and minimum front setbacks are 35 to 50 feet. This Place Type

urban Neighborhood areas in Tullahoma. Key planning objectives for such areas include

is suburban in form and character, including generous front setbacks for houses. While

the preservation of common open space and strong multi-modal connectivity, including

lots are typically accessed by a front driveway, the visual impact of garages should be

sidewalks and street trees.

minimized by: 1) placing it at the rear of a lot; 2) recessing it behind the front facade if the
garage doors face the street; or 3) turn it so that the garage doors do not face the street.

Locations
This Place Type is limited mainly to the southern portions of town and along Cedar Lane.

SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOODS - MEDIUM
These primarily residential areas feature lots for single-family detached houses that are
moderate in size relative to the other Suburban Neighborhood areas in Tullahoma. Key
planning objectives for such areas include the preservation of common open space and
strong multi-modal connectivity, including sidewalks and street trees.
Locations
This Place Type is located primarily in the north, northeast and southwest parts of town,
with the most expansive area being in the southwest.
Geographic Form
As with the other Suburban Neighborhood areas in Tullahoma, this Place Type is nodal in
form and has generally rectilinear shapes because of the linear property lines.

Geographic Form
This Place Type is nodal in form and has generally rectilinear shapes because of the linear
property lines.
Optimal Land Uses
Optimal land uses for this Place Type are single-family detached houses, attached houses (duplexes, triplexes, quads and townhouses), and multi-family housing, as well as any
ancillary uses, including outbuildings and institutional uses that support housing.
Density & Form
The smallest lot size for single-family detached houses should be 5,000 square feet
with minimum lot widths of 50 feet. This Place Type is suburban in form and character,
although the front setbacks for houses can be more shallow than those of the other

Optimal Land Uses

Suburban Neighborhood Place Types in Tullahoma (minimum of 20 to 25 feet). While

Optimal land uses for this Place Type are single-family detached houses and any ancil-

lots are typically accessed by a front driveway, it should be encouraged that the visual

lary uses, including outbuildings and institutional uses that support housing. Two-fami-

impact of garages be minimized by: 1) placing it at the rear of a lot; 2) recessing it behind

ly dwellings can occur if designed to resemble single-family houses in form and massing.

the front facade if the garage doors face the street; or 3) turn it so that the garage doors
do not face the street. Alleys should be encouraged (and perhaps even required) when

Density & Form

lot widths are 50 feet or less. The gross density for multi-family should not exceed 15

Lots in this area are generally 10,000 square feet (or a 1/4 acre) and greater. This Place

dwelling units per acre. To avoid repetition, developments will need design variation.
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Urban Areas
Tullahoma’s Urban areas are the oldest, most dense, diverse, and walkable parts of town. As in the case of the
Suburban Place Types, they can be categorized into two
general groups, as follow:
Commercial / Mixed Use Areas
There are three Urban Commercial / Mixed Use areas:
Downtown Core
This area features the most dense part of the historic
Downtown and includes 16 blocks on the west side of the
rail line.
Downtown Corridors
These corridors extend from the Downtown Core along
streets such as South Jackson Street, Lincoln Street and
South Anderson Street.
Neighborhood Centers
There are roughly a half dozen of these small mixed-use
areas and most are located at various intersections along
Lincoln Street.
Neighborhoods
There are two categories of Neighborhood Place Types:
Traditional Neighborhoods - Existing
These areas are older, relatively high density, and located
around the Urban Place Types.
Traditional Neighborhoods - New
Newer versions of the “existing” Traditional Neighborhoods, these areas are located beyond the city’s core area.
Urban Place Types are described on the following pages.
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PLACE TYPES
Urban Areas (continued)
“It’s really kind of hard to be a suburb of nothing. If you
don’t have a downtown, you really don’t have anything. It’s hard to build a community around parking
lots and subdivisions.”
- Ed McMahon - Senior Fellow at Urban Land Institute
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PLACE TYPES
Urban Areas (continued)

Geographic Form

DOWNTOWN CORE

but it has rectilinear shaped boundaries following block and lot lines.

This area features the most dense part of Tullahoma’s historic Downtown and includes 16
blocks on the west side of the rail line. Key streets include Jackson, Atlantic and Lincoln.
See pages 89-96 of this plan for the section on how to further revitalize Downtown.
Locations
This Place Type features the most central portion of the historic Downtown. It is bound
roughly by Moore Street at the north, Warren Street at the south, Atlantic Street at the
east, and the Rock Creek floodplain on the west.

This Place Type is linear in form because it is oriented along key Downtown area streets,

Optimal Land Uses
Primary uses include retail, dining, personal services, offices, institutional uses, lodging,
moderate to high-density housing, and public space.
Density & Form
Although this Place Type has relatively high densities, it is not as dense as the adjoining Downtown Core Place Type. Overall, this Place Type features many older buildings
fronting directly onto streets, and it is more walkable than Tullahoma’s Suburban areas.

Geographic Form

Connectivity of streets and for non-motorized travel should be a high priority. However,

This Place Type is nodal in form and has rectilinear shaped boundaries following block

there are segments of this Place Type, such as Atlantic Street south of Lincoln Street,

and lot lines.

where buildings are set back further from the street (10 to 20 feet) or missing altogether,
resulting in vacant lots providing infill building opportunities. Despite buildings set

Optimal Land Uses

back from the street in portions of this Place Type, parking should generally be located

Primary land uses for the Downtown Core include retail, dining, personal services, of-

to the side and/or rear of buildings, unlike the more auto-dominated suburban areas.

fices, institutional uses, lodging, high-density housing, and public space.

Additionally, this area contains older houses that have been converted to commercial

Density & Form
This Place Type is the most densely developed part of Tullahoma. Building footprints
occupy most of their lots, and most buildings are one or two stories in height. This Place
Type features buildings fronting directly onto streets, on-street parking, parking lots located behind buildings, preserved historic buildings (although many current buildings
have been altered), and broad sidewalks accommodating outdoor dining. Future new
infill buildings should be compatible with the existing historic buildings.

uses, while maintaining their residential form, and this is an appropriate pattern.
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS
There are roughly a half dozen of these small mixed-use areas in Tullahoma, and they offer
conveniently-located businesses and services for nearby residents, as well as for through
traffic.
Locations
All of the Neighborhood Centers are located at various intersections along Lincoln

DOWNTOWN CORRIDORS

Street. Only one is located east of the rail line, and the most expansive one is comprised

Tullahoma’s Downtown Corridors are linear extensions or “tentacles” projecting outward

of a four-block segment that extends west from the Rock Creek floodplain.

from the Downtown Core area. Their relatively high traffic levels provide economic energy
for the commercial uses that line their streets.

Geographic Form
Some Neighborhoods Centers, such as those limited to a single block, are nodal in form.

Locations

Others that feature more than one block in length are more linear. All have rectilinear

These corridors extend from the Downtown Core along streets such as South Jackson

shapes because their boundaries consist of streets and lot lines.

Street, Lincoln Street and South Anderson Street.
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Urban Areas (continued)
Optimal Land Uses
Primary uses include small-scale retail, dining, and personal services. However, these
uses are more neighborhood-oriented than those of the other two commercial and

placement, form, and massing of single-family detached dwellings on larger lots is appropriate as long as there are no more than three of these type buildings built in a row.
Additionally, lots may be consolidated to allow for a group of smaller single-family detached or two-family attached dwellings around a central courtyard. Such courtyard
types should maintain some frontage to the street and not dominate a single block. For

mixed-use Urban Place Types. There is also potential for small-scale residential uses.

all building types, parking should be located to the side and/or rear of dwellings.

Density & Form

Density & Form

Similar to the Downtown Place Types, Neighborhood Centers feature building footprints
occupying much of their lots, but it is slightly less dense/intense. This Place Type features
buildings either fronting directly onto streets or with modest front setbacks, on-street
parking, parking lots behind and/or beside buildings, preserved historic buildings, compatible new buildings, and relatively wide sidewalks accommodating outdoor dining.
Neighborhood Centers are intended to function as a convenient center for urban neighborhoods, and their relatively small scale fits comfortably with nearby residential areas.
TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOODS - EXISTING
These areas are older (pre-1950s), relatively high-density, and primarily residential. They
are located around the commercial and mixed-use Urban Place Types.
Locations
The most expansive and contiguous existing Traditional Neighborhood area begins
immediately east of the rail line and extends east to Roosevelt Street, and it extends
roughly five blocks to the north and south of Lincoln Street. Other locations are on the

Relative to other parts of Tullahoma, this Place Type’s residential densities are somewhat
high, but a range of lot sizes should be allowed to accommodate a range of housing
types. Minimum density ranges of 4 units per acre apply to single-family detached
houses, while a maximum density of 15 units per acre applies to higher density housing
types. This Place Type features many older buildings fronting directly onto streets, and it
is generally more walkable than Tullahoma’s Suburban areas. Infill buildings should look
to surrounding older buildings to determine the appropriate building setbacks.
TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOODS - NEW
These areas are yet-to-be developed, relatively high-density, and primarily residential.
They are located around the commercial and mixed-use Urban Place Types (not including
the Suburban Residential - Low areas with the TNN option).
Locations
There are several undeveloped areas that have been designated with this Place Type.
All of them are located relatively peripheral with respect to the community’s boudaries.

west side of Jackson Street and on both sides of the Rock Creek floodplain.

One objective with this Place Type’ s locations is to avoid too much “leap frog” develop-

Geographic Form

tive of fairly high densities.

This Place Type is generally nodal in form. The boundaries are rectilinear because they
follow lot lines and streets.
Optimal Land Uses
Land uses in this Place Type are primarily residential, and most housing consists of single-family detached houses. However, there are also opportunities to provide a variety of housing types that are compatible with the historically single-family residential
character in form and placement on the lot. Multi-family housing that resembles the

ment from occurring just beyond the city boundaries, as this Place Type has the incen-

For zoning purposes, this Place Type should also be treated as a “floating zone” in that it
may occur in additional locations that are designated Suburban Residential - Low when
the site and development meet certain minimum criteria. Examples of criteria include:
• Minimum site size (20 or 25 acres)
• Proximity to one or more community facilities (school, park, etc.)
• Providing a range of housing types
• Inclusion of at least a small commercial/institutional component
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PLACE TYPES
Urban Areas (continued)

Density & Form
Relative to other parts of Tullahoma, this Place Type’s residential density could reach as

The last criterion might be dependent upon a site with a relatively major road so that

high as 20 units per acre for specific housing types, but the gross density should be

through traffic can help to support the commercial and/or institutional use(s).

much less. That is because this Place Type has a very different character than Suburban

Geographic Form
This Place Type is irregularly-shaped and varies, depending on the specific area.
Optimal Land Uses
Land uses in this Place Type are primarily residential, and most housing consists of single-family detached houses. However, there can be a range of lot and house sizes, and
there are opportunities at appropriate locations for attached housing, including townhouses, as well as multi-family housing (condominiums and/or apartments).

Neighborhood – High areas. Traditional Neighborhood - New areas are master planned
developments that are compact, interconnected, and highly walkable. They feature a
network of streets and blocks with a variety of building types, not pods of single uses.
Buildings front streets or civic spaces rather than parking lots. Streets are narrow and
feature on-street parking to help calm traffic and create a more pedestrian-friendly environment. In addition to preserving the most environmentally valuable natural areas,
these communities feature usable civic spaces in the form of squares, greens, and parks.
In limited instances when adjacent to a key thoroughfare, these areas feature small
neighborhood-serving commercial and/or civic uses.

Source of all graphics on this page:
Common Ground Urban Design + Planning

This example of new development from another community (Oxford, MS) illustrates the wide
range of uses within a new traditional neighborhood, including retail, housing in a variety of
types, institutional uses, and both formal and informal open spaces.
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Special Areas
This category of Place Types is a “catch all” for places that
do not fit neatly into any of the other categories. When
they occur on a small scale, they can be part of another
Place Type. For example, a small church can be part of
another Place Type, but a large church that features a
range of ancillary uses and activities might be more appropriately designated as a Special Area. Below is a brief
summary of each Special Area category:
Airport
The Tullahoma Regional Airport is located in the northwest corner of the city and is the only airport in the city.
Industrial
These areas are scattered but primarily around the airport
and along South Washington and East Carroll Streets.
Large Civic/Institutional
These schools and similar uses are throughout the city.
Parks & Recreation
As with large civic/institutional uses, this Place Type is
evenly located throughout Tullahoma.
Cemeteries
There are only a few major cemeteries in Tullahoma and
they are described on the following pages.
Transportation
Unlike other types of ROW in Tullahoma, these rail line
ROWs are actually owned by the railroad companies.
The following pages explain each of these Special Area
Place Types in more detail.
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PLACE TYPES
Special Areas (continued)
“My perfect weekend is going for a walk with my family
in the park. I don’t think there’s anything better.”
– Anne Wojcicki - American entrepreneur

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL

CHARACTER IMAGERY: SPECIAL AREAS

REPRESENTATIVE AERIAL PHOTO
Source: PDC Consultants
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PLACE TYPES
Special Areas

Locations

AIRPORT & INDUSTRIAL AREAS

nity, which is typical of such uses (which does not include small-scale civic/institutional

These are two similar, but separate, Place Type categories. Any specific distinctions will be
pointed out below.
Locations
The Airport is located in the northwest quadrant of the city, and there are Industrial areas
abutting it along its southern edges. The balance of Industrial areas are located along
South Washington Street and south of East Carroll Street.
Geographic Form
These Place Types comprising and near the Airport are generally nodal, while the Industrial areas associated with the main corridors referenced above are more linear in form.
Optimal Land Uses
Optimal land uses for the Airport area include any sort of aeronautic activities and ancillary uses, including airplane maintenance/repair services and distribution centers for air
cargo. Flex/office, research and development (R&D), and industrial uses are also viable
for the Airport area. Uses that might be negatively impacted by air traffic noise, particularly housing, should be discouraged in the vicinity of the Airport. In fact, discouraging
such new uses in the future is critical to the future growth and success of the Airport.
Potential uses in Industrial areas include manufacturing, assemblage, warehousing, and
office support uses that are ancillary to industrial uses.

This Place Type is scattered throughout Tullahoma, but is generally central to the commuuses integrated into the Downtown area).
Geographic Form
This Place Type is typically nodal, and sometimes rectilinear, in shape.
Optimal Land Uses
Optimal land uses for the Large Civic / Institutional Place Type are community centers (including the South Jackson Civic Center), schools (often in a campus setting), and religious
uses.
Density & Form
Because of the broad range of specific uses and development forms that might be part
of this Place Type, no development densities are specified here. This Place Type’s form
can also vary greatly, depending upon the specific uses. However, it is often in an insular
campus-like setting that features peripheral buffering and is relatively self-contained, as
might be found with a school’s campus.
OTHER SPECIAL PLACE TYPES
Within the broader Place Type category of Special areas, the remaining ones not yet addressed are Parks & Recreation, Cemeteries and Transportation. Parks are not a use that
translates into zoning regulations, unlike most of the other Place Types, and recommendations related to individual City parks are contained on pages 81-83 of this plan. Similarly,

Density & Form

standards for Cemeteries are not typically contained in a municipal comprehensive plan. Fi-

Because of the broad range of specific uses and development forms that might be part

nally, the sole areas for the Transportation Place Type designated in this plan for Tullahoma

of this Place Type, no development densities are specified here. This Place Type’s form

are the rail lines. The northwest-southeast oriented line that traverses Downtown, as it did

can vary greatly, depending upon the specific uses. However, Industrial areas are often

even prior to the Civil War, is operated by CSX, and has the potential for an Amtrak stop to

in an insular campus-like setting that features extensive peripheral buffering to mitigate

be provided in the future if Amtrak elects to establish a stop in Tullahoam. The leg extend-

potential impacts to nearby areas, particularly housing.

ing from that line to the northeast along East Carroll Street is operated by the Caney Fork &
Western Railroad (CFWR). It extends northeast 61 miles through Manchester, McMinnville

LARGE CIVIC / INSTITUTIONAL AREAS

and Sparta. Since the railroad companies and federal regulatory agencies dictate what oc-

This Place Type is usually owned and operated by a governmental entity or some non-

curs within the rail line ROWs, standards are not relevant, so none are included here.

profit group, although for-profit academic institutions are also a possibility.
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MOBILITY
Mobility Overview

Road & Street Types Design

This plan section includes a list of planning principles (at left), a

Road/Street Types might be viewed as the Mobility version of Place

• Roads/streets will respect
the natural and built contexts which they traverse
(“roads” are rural/suburban
and “streets” are suburban/
urban).

summary of the “complete streets” concept (below), a description

Types, which are addressed in the previous plan section. Prior to

and graphics for Tullahoma’s various Road/Street Types, proposed

the consideration of Place Types becoming a common planning

road/street improvements, and plans for non-motorized travel.

practice, the focus was on land uses. However, that approach

This plan section builds upon the City’s 2013 and 2019 transporta-

failed to consider the design and character of places. Similarly,

tion plans. For the purposes of this plan, the word “road” is applied

many comprehensive plans of the past focused on the function

for natural, rural and some suburban conditions, while “street” ap-

of roads and streets by categorizing them as arterials, collectors,

• Roads/streets will support
all modes of travel (where
contextually appropriate) to
foster the ability for people
to choose how they move
about Tullahoma.

plies to some suburban conditions and all urban conditions.

locals, and with various degrees in between. Road/Street Types,

Road & Street Type
Principles for Tullahoma

• Roads/streets will strike a
balance between appropriate vehicular operational
efficiency and safety for all
users, regardless of their
choice of travel mode.
• Road/street design will support the types of development and redevelopment
appropriate for the Place
Types in which they occur.
• The City will work with TDOT
and the MPO on facilities
under their jurisdictions to
achieve roads/streets that
are as complete as they can
be within the state system
(“complete streets”).

“Planning of the automobile city focuses on saving time. Planning for the accessible city, on the other hand, focuses on time
well spent.”
Robert Cevero - Transportation Consultant and former faculty member at
the University of California, Berkeley

on the other hand, also consider the design and character of these
mobility facilities and adjacent corridors. The following pages provide design parameters for the various Road/Street Types identified and proposed for Tullahoma. They are grouped into Rural,
Suburban and Urban categories.

COMPLETE STREETS
Complete Street Characteristics
Complete streets should include one or more of the following features:
• Driving lanes for motorized vehicles
• Parking lanes for on-street parking
• Bicycle lanes for cyclists
• Sidewalks for pedestrians

Incomplete Street: driving lanes and one sidewalk

“Complete Streets are streets for everyone. They are designed and operated
to enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists
and transit riders of all ages and abilities.” - Smart Growth America
Complete Streets Application
This approach may not apply to many streets in Tullahoma, but it might
apply to a few key streets (especially collectors). Examples include Westside Drive, Cedar Lane, and East Lincoln Street.

Complete Street: sidewalks and driving, parking and
bike lanes
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MOBILITY
Road & Street Types Map & Summary
As in the case of Tullahoma’s Place Types, the community’s Road and Street Types are categorized into Rural,
Suburban and Urban Types (Natural and Special Road/
Street Types are not applicable). The seven types are illustrated on the map at right, described in detail on the
following pages, and listed below:
• Rural Parkway
• Rural Suburban Road
• Suburban Avenue
• Suburban Street
• Local Suburban Street - New Development
• Urban Avenue
• Urban Street
• Local Urban Street - New Development
It is important to keep in mind that Road/
Street Types are context-sensitive. Consequently, a single road/street might
feature distinct Rural, Suburb and Urban
segments based upon the specific areas
through which they are passing. Also,
while they might often reflect existing
conditions, these Road/Street Types are
ultimately aspirational, as with the Place
Types. Thus, a particular road might currently be considered a Rural/Suburban
Road, but it might be proposed in this
plan as a Suburban Street in the future.
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Rural Parkway

Rural/Suburban Road

Right-of-Way (ROW): 150 ft.

Right-of-Way (ROW): 60 ft.

Travel Lanes: Four
• Two 12 ft. wide travel lanes in each direction

Travel Lanes: Two
• One 12 ft. wide travel lane in each direction

Parking Lanes: None

Parking Lanes: None

Edge Treatment:
• One 8 ft. wide shoulder on each side
• One 2 ft. wide shoulder between travel lanes and each side of the median
Pedestrian & Bicycle Accommodations: none (although shoulders might be used)

Edge Treatment: One 4 ft. wide paved shoulder on each side
Pedestrian & Bicycle Accommodations: 10 ft. wide side path on one side

Landscaping:
• One 29 ft. wide planting strip with street trees on the outside of both sides
• One central 20 ft. wide landscaped median

Landscaping:
• One 8 ft. wide planting strip with street trees on outside of shoulder on each
side
• One 2 ft. wide planting strip between side path and ROW edge

Local Example: New Manchester Hwy. / SR 55

Local Example: Ledford Mill Road

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL
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Suburban Avenue

Suburban Street

Right-of-Way (ROW): 100 ft.

Right-of-Way (ROW): 60 ft.

Travel Lanes: Five
• One 11 ft. wide travel lane in each direction
• One 10.5 ft. wide travel lane in each direction
• One 12 ft. wide left turn lane

Travel Lanes: Two
• One 11 ft. wide travel lane in each direction

Parking Lanes: None

Edge Treatment: One 2.5 ft. wide curb and gutter on each side

Edge Treatment: 2.5 ft. wide curb and gutter on both sides

Pedestrian Accommodations: One 5 ft. wide sidewalk on each side

Pedestrian Accommodations:
• One 6 ft. wide sidewalk on one side
• One 10 ft. wide side path on one side

Bicycle Accommodations: One 5 ft. wide bike lane on each side with 2 ft. wide buffers

Parking Lanes: None

Landscaping: 6 ft. wide planting strip with street trees between curb and sidewalk
on both sides of street
Local Example: Not applicable

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL

Landscaping: One 4.5 ft. wide planting strip with street trees between curb and
sidewalk on both sides of street
Local Example: Westside Drive

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL
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Local Suburban Street - New

Urban Avenue

Right-of-Way (ROW): 50 ft.

Right-of-Way (ROW): 98 ft.

Travel Lanes: Two
• One 11 ft. travel lane in each direction

Travel Lanes: Five
• Four 10 ft. wide travel lanes / two in each direction
• One 11 ft. wide central left turn lane

Parking Lanes: None

Parking Lanes: Two
• One 5.5 ft. wide parallel parking lane on each side

Edge Treatment: One 2.5 ft. wide curb and gutter on each side
Pedestrian & Bicycle Accommodations: One 5 ft. wide sidewalk on each side
Landscaping: One 6.5 ft. wide planting strip with street trees on each side
Local Example: None

Edge Treatment: One 2.5 ft. wide curb and gutter on each side (also part of the
parking lanes, providing a total width of 8 ft. for parked cars)
Pedestrian & Bicycle Accommodations: One 11.5 ft. wide sidewalk on each side
Landscaping: One 4 ft. wide planting strip on each side between the curb and
sidewalk with street trees in tree wells
Local Example: North & South Jackson Street

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL
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Urban Street

Local Urban Street - New Development

Right-of-Way (ROW): 100 ft.

Right-of-Way (ROW): 60 ft.

Travel Lanes: Three
• One 11 ft. wide travel lane in each direction
• One 11 ft. wide left turn lane

Travel Lanes: Two
• One 11 ft. wide travel lane in each direction

Parking Lanes: Two
• One 17 ft. wide angled parking lane on each side (Downtown)

• One 6.5 ft. wide parallel parking lane on each side

Parking Lanes: Two

Edge Treatment: One 2.5 ft. wide curb and gutter on each side
Pedestrian Accommodations: One 10 ft. wide sidewalk on each side (6 ft. wide
outside of Downtown)
Landscaping: One 4 ft. wide planting strip on each side between the curb and
sidewalk with street trees in tree wells
Local Example: West Lincoln Street

NATURAL

RURAL

Edge Treatment: 2.5 ft. wide curb and gutter on both sides (also part of the
parking lanes, providing a total width of 9 ft. for parked cars)
Pedestrian Accommodations: One 6 ft. wide sidewalk on each side
Landscaping: 6 ft. wide planting strip with street trees between curb and sidewalk
on both sides of street
Local Example: Not applicable

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL

NATURAL

RURAL

SUBURBAN

URBAN

SPECIAL
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Road Improvements & Connections
Recommended near-term roadway and intersection improvements seek to improve the safety and operations
of motorized and non-motorized roadway users to accommodate existing and future demand. Locations were
identified based on stakeholder and public input, qualitative and quantitative data, as well as project lists from the
2013 Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP) and 2019
Community Mobility Plan. The map at right illustrates
newly identified and/or reaffirmed priority projects from
this planning effort, while illustrating the complimentary
critical corridor improvements from the 2019 Plan.
Improvements: General
The following improvements are integral to supporting
efficient traffic flow and safe walking and bicycling in the
near term.
1. Cedar Lane Improvements – complete corridor study
and implement planned complete streets and
streetscape improvements
2. William Northern Blvd. Improvements – eliminate Lake Way Place
/ William Northern Blvd. intersection and add sidewalks
3. Wilson Avenue / Ovoca Road Railroad Crossing – explore feasibility
of above-grade railroad crossing
4. Anderson Street Improvements –
implement planned complete
streets and streetscape improvements
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MOBILITY
Road Improvements & Connections (continued)

generally lower traffic volumes make it a desirable route for accessing the interstate. Fur-

Improvements: Intersections

es), would further improve access to not only I-24, but also the Manchester Industrial Park,

Further engineering study of the following intersections should be completed to identify

new truck stop, and weigh station near Exit 117.

improvements that address peak-hour operations and improve safety for those walking,

This highway, however, is owned,

bicycling, and driving.

ther limiting access along this roadway, specifically at AEDC Gates 1 and 2 (via interchang-

operated, and maintained by the

1. William Northern Blvd. / Cedar Lane

Federal Government. General

2. Cedar Lane / Wilson Avenue

truck traffic is currently prohib-

3. Kings Lane / Country Club Drive

ited from using the roadway, as

4. Hogan Street / NW. Atlantic Street

it is designed and maintained for

5. Anderson St. / Grundy Street

non-freight vehicles. On the heels

Improvements: Shoulders
Paved shoulders provide numerous safety benefits for roadway users, especially in reducing run-off-roadway crashes by increasing vehicle maneuvering space. The following important mobility corridors currently have minimal shoulders, if any.

of new investments in hypersonic testing capabilities at AEDC,
the City should work with TDOT,
the Federal Government, and

Enhanced access for truck traffic between Tullahoma
and I-24 could result in economic gains for the city.

state elected officials to explore the potential for improving this roadway to allow for truck

1. Marbury Road

access as part of an economic development strategy for the region. This concept would

2. East and West Lincoln Street

likely require the State to pay for highway upgrades, interchange construction, and long-

3. Riley Creek Road

term maintenance. Large investment bills (e.g., Tennessee’s IMPROVE Act and the nation’s

4. Country Club Drive / Short Springs Road

Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act) offer potential opportunities to implement such a
sizeable investment and effort.

Increased Connectivity
A well-connected roadway network has numerous benefits for both vehicular traffic and
active transportation users. As connectivity increases, route options increase, travel distances and times decrease, traffic is dispersed, and walkability and bikeability are improved.

Increased Connectivity to I-24: Commuters and Tourism
Improving connectivity to I-24 (Exit 105) along Riley Creek Road, Lyndell Bell Road, Blanton
Chapel Road, and U.S. Highway 41 was also identified as being important for accommodating existing and future demand, especially as the Nashville metropolitan region continues

Increased Connectivity to I-24: Freight

to grow rapidly. The rising cost of living and increase in population has pushed residents

Logistics-heavy industries rely upon the transportation network to efficiently move goods.

further and further out, making Tullahoma an attractive option. For those commuting or

Therefore, these businesses select locations that are easily accessible to the national rail

traveling to the Nashville region, residents often utilize this connection. Furthermore, this

and/or interstate systems. Given the community’s desire to increase opportunities in the

route provides direct access to George Dickel Whisky Distillery and Normandy Lake for

manufacturing sector, improving accessibility to I-24 is an important component in attract-

tourists traveling along I-24. The identified roadways, with exception of U.S. Highway 41,

ing businesses to the area.

lack paved shoulders and are curvy in nature. While most of the route is located in the un-

Wattendorf Highway is a few miles longer to I-24 compared to New Manchester Highway/
SR 55; however, minimal development, roadway connections, and traffic signals, as well as

incorporated County, the City should work with the County and TDOT to ensure that safety
and operational improvements keep pace with anticipated growth along the corridors.
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Road Improvements & Connections (continued)

Design Standards

Increased Connectivity: In and Around Tullahoma

The improvements discussed so far for Tullahoma’s roads and streets have been remedial in

As part of this planning project, residents have expressed a desire for greater mobility in

nature. However, it is important to avoid problems on the front end by having good stan-

and around Tullahoma. A few even noted the need for a bypass to circumvent the com-

dards. Relative to the City’s current standards, the following recommendations are offered

munity, altogether. However, there are numerous factors that make this untenable. A few

(most or all of these relate to the Subdivision Regulations):

of these factors include the following:
• Projected traffic volumes and levels of service (LOS) for the year 2040 on Tullahoma’s
major corridors do not support the need for such a large investment from a traffic
engineering perspective.

Cul de sacs: The goal for every community should be a well-connected transportation network to make travel easier, more time efficient, more fuel efficient, and to make roads less
costly to build and maintain. Consequently, cul de sacs should be discouraged and only
allowed when natural or man-made barriers preclude connections, such as steep slopes,

• The cost of such a facility, particularly the City’s required match for federal funding,
would be in the millions of dollars and it is already a challenge to maintain existing
infrastructure and fund improvements already planned.

water bodies, and railroad lines.
Driveways: Driveways that are excessive in number and/or width decrease the roadway’s
capacity and increase conflict points, stormwater runoff, pavement maintenance costs,

• A bypass does not align with the community’s desire to revitalize downtown and capture pass-through traffic (i.e., generate local revenue through sales tax).

and disruptions to sidewalks. Standards should:
• Minimize the number and width of driveways.

Tullahoma should, instead, focus on improving the city’s existing arterial and collector

• Consolidate commercial driveways and require cross-access between parcels.

roadways and signalized intersections, including those identified in the 2013 CTP.

• Encourage or require alleys for narrow-lot subdivisions (50 ft. widths and less) as an
alternative to driveways.

This new Tullahoma subdivision lacks some
of the design
features that are
recommended
for future design
standards at
right, including
sidewalks and
street trees.

Street widths: Typical street sections should be updated to allow for a range of travel lane
widths (10’-12’) in order to avoid streets being wider than necessary.
Sidewalk minimum widths: Adjust minimum widths to ensure adequate width for comfortable pedestrian movement, including for the mobility challenged. See the Road/Street
Type cross-sections on the previous pages to confirm appropriate widths.
Street trees: Street trees should be mandatory for all new subdivisions and development
for aesthetic and environmental benefits, as well as for the comfort shade provides to pedestrians during the warmer months.
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Mobility
Overview
Safe and comfortable streets for walking and bicycling is a high
desire of residents and is an important component to community
livability and health. Those walking, bicycling, or using another
mobility device are also the transportation system’s most vulnerable users given their lack of protection. They should be accommodated to create a more equitable transportation system that offers
safe mode choices for all residents. The lack of school buses further
supports the need for safe walking and bicycling opportunities (including shared streets), particularly around Tullahoma’s schools.
Bicycle Mobility
Tullahoma has limited infrastructure for bicycles, only consisting of
a bike path (which resembles and functions more like a sidewalk)
along a portion of Country Club Drive / Short Springs Road, leaving most to ride on shared roadways. While many of Tullahoma’s
residential streets are lower volume and lower speed, most arterials
and collectors lack the dedicated infrastructure needed to create
safe and comfortable bicycling opportunities for all ages and abilities (i.e., separation
and/or protection from vehicles).
The recommended bicycle network provides a long-term vision framework for
bicycling infrastructure in Tullahoma. Facility types range from neighborhood
greenways, which are essentially shared
streets accompanied by traffic calming,
signage, and pavement markings, to multiuse paths, both on-corridor and off-corridor along streams and other rail and utility
easements. More robust facility types (i.e.,
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MOBILITY
Bicycle & Pedestrian Mobility (continued)
buffered or separated bike lanes) are envisioned for major arterials and collectors, or are

Examples of Bicycle Facilities
Source: USDOT / Federal Highway Administration - “Bikeway Selection Guide” (2019)

identified to have an alternative connection off-corridor, while roadways expected to accommodate fewer (and likely more experienced) bicyclists in less developed areas are envisioned to include a bike lane or paved shoulder of at least 4’.
Bikeway Facility Selection Guide
Should opportunities arise for the City to construct interim facilities or facilities on roadways not specifically identified in this plan, the following basic design criteria for each facility type should be used. Illustrations for these facilities are shown to the right. In general,
the greater the traffic volumes and/or speeds, the greater the separation and protection
desired for those bicycling.
Neighborhood Greenway

Separated Bike Lanes

• Maximum Traffic Volume: 2,000 AADT

• Maximum Traffic Volume: 10,000

• Maximum Speed: 25 MPH
• Minimum Width: 4 ft.
Paved Shoulder (rural roadways only)
• Maximum Traffic Volume: 20,000 AADT
• Maximum Speed: 60 MPH
Bike Lanes
• Maximum Traffic Volume: 4,000 AADT
• Maximum Speed: 30 MPH
• Minimum Width: 5 ft. (6 ft. preferred)
Buffered Bike Lanes
• Maximum Traffic Volume: 7,000 AADT

Neighborhood Greenway

Paved Shoulder

Bike Lanes

Buffered Bike Lanes

Separated Bike Lanes

Multi-Use Path

AADT
• Maximum Speed: 55 MPH
• Minimum Bike Lane Width: 5 ft. (6 ft.
preferred)
• Minimum Buffer Width: 3 ft.
Multi-Use Path
• Maximum Traffic Volume: >10,000
AADT
• Maximum Speed: 65 MPH
• Minimum MUP Width: 8 ft. (10 ft.
preferred)
• Minimum Buffer Width: 10 ft.

• Maximum Speed: 35 MPH

(absolute minimum if adjacent to a

• Minimum Bike Lane Width: 5 ft.

roadway with a shoulder / curb and

• Minimum Buffer Width: 2 ft.

gutter)
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Bicycle & Pedestrian Mobility (continued)
Pedestrian Mobility
Like bicyclists, pedestrians use a variety of facilities ranging from
shared streets to greenways. Tullahoma currently has approximately 34 miles of existing sidewalks and 3.7 miles of greenways and
pathways. Sidewalks are generally located within historic areas and
along key corridors, while the greenway system includes the Rock
Creek Greenway, as well as pathways on school and park properties.
The envisioned pedestrian network for Tullahoma includes both
sidewalks and greenways focusing on critical corridors and connections to schools, parks, and commercial areas.
Near-term sidewalk priorities include, but are not limited to, the addition of sidewalks along:
• Cedar Lane, Ovoca Road near Kings Lane and W. Warren Street
for those walking to the elementary schools, and
• Along William Northern Boulevard between Cedar Lane and N.
Jackson Street.
Near-term greenway priorities include:
• Extending the Rock Creek Greenway to Cedar Lane / Forest Gallery Shopping Center
• Extending the Greenway along the West Fork of Rock Creek to
connect to the Beechcraft Museum
and planned campground
• Constructing a new greenway to provide connectivity to nearby parks and
destinations from the envisioned Hap
Arnold Library and Aviation History
Museum along Industrial Boulevard.
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Other Mobility Recommendations

Airport home, to name a few. Large events and employers, such as Bonnaroo and Jack

Additional transportation-related recommendations include the following:

SkyDive Tennessee and the Museum draw visitors to the facility and greater community,

Daniels Distillery, also utilize the Airport for business travel to the region.

offering opportunities to encourage local spending (thus, generating sales tax revenue).

Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
Electric and autonomous vehicles are the major trends in 21st-century transportation, particularly electric in the near term. The State of Tennessee and several stakeholders developed the Drive Electric Tennessee Roadmap in 2018, a framework for addressing primary
electric vehicle (EV) market gaps over the next ten years. An important component to
achieving this vision is the availability of
charging infrastructure.

ture for the event, including a campground, the City and Airport Authority should work to
support and enhance coming improvements, as well as market the community to these
visitors. Finally, alternative sources of income should be evaluated as the State’s Aviation
ever, the federal Infrastructure Act may provide opportunities for relief. For more ideas

Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, Ten-

on better leveraging the airport, see pages 101-102 of this plan’s Economic Development

nessee is expected to receive $88 million over

strategy.

five years for the expansion of the state’s EV
charging network, as well as the opportunity
able across the U.S.) dedicated to EV charging.

airplanes from all over the country in 2020. With plans to expand permanent infrastruc-

grants are expected to significantly decrease over the next five years. Fortunately, how-

Under the federal

to apply for grant funding ($2.5 billion avail-

The Museum’s week-long “Beech Party” (i.e., fly-in) continues to expand, drawing 150-160

Monitor Amtrak
EV charging
station

Currently, Tullahoma has two EV charging stations, one located at the Hampton Inn on
North Jackson Street and one at TUA Headquarters. The City should begin to expand
charging capacity by installing chargers in highly-visible locations Downtown and at major City buildings. Ideally, DC Level 3 chargers, which provide an 80% charge in 30 minutes,
would be installed (and promoted) for Downtown locations to capture tourists and other
long-distance travelers as they visit local establishments. Furthermore, the availability of
EV infrastructure can be attractive for residents looking to locate in the region, setting Tul-

Evaluating the feasibility of an Amtrak line connecting Atlanta to Nashville was stalled in
the State legislature by the pandemic. However, the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs
Act offers funding to complete the study. Tullahoma has initially been identified as a potential stop along the commuter line. The City should closely monitor the outcomes of
this study and voice support to the State legislature, TDOT, and other relevant agencies. If
a stop is indeed designated for Tullahoma, the station should be located Downtown and
within close proximity of businesses that might benefit from the added market support
provided by passengers and others associated with Amtrak.

lahoma apart from other smaller, rural communities.

Federal-Aid Highway and Bicycle/Pedestrian Funds

Protect & Leverage the Airport

grams, such as the Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBG), and $302 million

The Tullahoma Regional Airport, a public-use airport, encompasses 594 acres, features
three runways, and is home to over 160 aircraft. It is one of 16 regional airports located in
Tennessee, and is one of the busiest “small” airports experiencing 30,000+ flight operations
a year. The Airport has been, and continues to be, a key asset to Tullahoma’s economy for
a number of reasons. The Airport Business Park, Chandelle Airpark, Beechcraft Aviation
Museum, Vanderbilt LifeFlight, UTSI Flight Research Center, and SkyDive Tennessee call the

Tennessee is expected to receive $5.8 billion for federal-aid highway apportioned profor bridge repairs. Communities across the state can compete for dollars to complete important transportation infrastructure projects,
such as those previously mentioned. The City
should monitor the influx of dollars into these
programs and pursue funding for project implementation.
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Other Mobility Recommendations (continued)
North Jackson Street Streetscape Plan
Jackson Street serves as the spine of the community. A 2019 streetscape plan for the portion between Wilson Avenue and Hoover Lane identified landscaping, hardscape, and
infrastructure improvements to support the economic vitality, aesthetics, and pedestrian
and bicycle safety of this critical corridor. The City should continue to work to identify
funding sources to implement recommendations, while ensuring that codes are being enforced relating to signage, property maintenance, and landscaping. In addition, the City
should extend the application
of walking and bicycling infrastructure, landscaping, and other principles to Jackson Street
south of Wilson Avenue. See

Sample opinion survey responses from people when asked how they “would
like to see Tullahoma change.”
“Would like to see safer walking areas downtown. Also improved street paving. Some
areas need work, not just country club area.”
“Jackson St. needs to update along downtown. Sidewalks need to be put in in residential areas.”
“Sidewalks are đesperately needed for the kids to walk safely to school.”
“More walking sidewalks and bicycle lanes.”
“Need to expand and maintain sidewalks on busy streets. e.g., East Lincoln needs to
extend sidewalks on the north side, too busy to safely cross. Same street, many sections
of the existing sidewalk have fallen into disrepair.”
“More sidewalks and crossways for pedestrians.”

pages 85-86 for recommenda-

“The community needs to be more pedestrian friendly.”

tions on implementing this plan

“The city is not accessible to those without a car. The city needs more walkability. I
would love to see a city-wide connected trails system!”

for North Jackson Street.

“More sidewalks along busy thoroughfares.”

When respondents to the public opinion
survey were asked “What specific
types of recreational facilities
are needed in Tullahoma?”
the vast majority indicated
“Greenways/trails.” In fact,
over 64% of citizens made
this selection, with the next
most popular facility being
community centers / gyms at
only 33%.

“More sidewalks for those without cars. None of the side roads have sidewalks & it’s
extremely dangerous for those in our community whom have to walk. Especially for
the CHILDREN who walk home!!!”
“Sidewalks and crosswalks along Jackson.”
“More sidewalks, better parking downtown, bike paths… to be able to get around town
safely with or without a vehicle.”
“More choices for pedestrian movement.”
“Shoulders for high traffic roads. Why are there no shoulders on the roads In this town?”
“Improved traffic flow and better connectivity to I-24.”
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Infrastructure
The term “infrastructure” encompasses a broad range of issues. Because topics such as
roads, streets and non-motorized transportation facilities were previously addressed within the “Mobility” section, this section relative to infrastructure will focus on utilities such as

of its size in North America.
Electricity
TUA is a distributor for the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), providing 11,000 customers
with reliable, public power. Over 250 miles of distribution lines and two 161 kV substations

public sewer and water, electricity, gas and telecommunications. These services are critical

make up the system.

to the functioning of any community, and their availability can greatly impact a commu-

Electricity Recommendations:

nity’s growth.
Sewer
The Tullahoma Utilities Authority (TUA) serves a large
percentage of Tullahoma’s acreage with sewer. The system consists of 200 miles of sewer line, 42 lift stations,
and a wastewater treatment plant.
Sewer Recommendations:
• Ensure the wastewater system plan for both
incorporated and unincorporated areas within
Tullahoma’s UGB is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan, specifically the Place Types plan.
• Coordinate with other utility providers and transportation agencies regarding expansion, extension, and maintenance projects for possible consolidation of rights-of-way
and/or project bundling to minimize disruptions and project costs.
Water
Normandy Lake serves as Tullahoma’s water source, which TUA purchases from the Duck
River Utility Commission. A system of 270 miles of water mains serves 10,500 customers
who consume approximately 3 million gallons each day.
Water Recommendations:
• Continue to work with the Duck River Utility Commission to help ensure the availability
of a reliable, high-quality water supply for all households and businesses in a manner
consistent with this Comprehensive Plan and protection of the natural environment.
• Implement stormwater management and land development best practices to support
the overall health of the Duck River watershed, one of the most biologically diverse river

It is recommended that the City continue to require that all electrical lines be buried for
new development. If future Downtown streetscape redevelopment projects occur, overhead lines should be buried (or moved to alleys at a minimum, as has already occurred).
Gas
The Elk River Public Utility District (ERPUD) provides natural gas to Coffee and Franklin
Counties, serving around 17,000 customers.
Gas Recommendations:
• Work with the Elk River Public Utility District (ERPUD) to ensure that service is available
for locations within Tullahoma and its Urban Growth Boundary (UGB).
• Consider local rebates/incentives to encourage homes and businesses to be more energy efficient.
Telecommunications
TUA’s fiber-optic division, Light- Tube, provides television, internet, and telephone through
a fiber-optic system across the city. In 2013, Tullahoma became a “gigabit city,” providing
affordable and fast internet that is significantly faster than the average broadband speed in
the US. See the map on page 17 of this plan for information on fiber service areas.
Telecommunications Recommendations:
• Market Tullahoma’s 1-gigabit municipal internet service to draw residents and businesses as part of an economic development strategy, while maximizing existing community
investments.
• Explore opportunities to work with telecommunication providers to expand quality cellular service in the area.
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Infrastructure (continued)

Increased Probability of Flooding Nationwide for Next 30 Years

Stormwater Management
Background
According to NASA Earth Exchange, the portion of Tennessee that includes the City of Tullahoma is from
5% to 10% more likely to experience a 100-year flood event in the next 30 years, as illustrated on the map
at right. There are 630 properties in Tullahoma that have greater than a 26% chance of being severely
affected by flooding over the next 30 years. This statistic represents 7% of all properties in the city.
In addition to damage on properties, flooding can also cut off access to utilities, emergency services,
transportation, and may impact the overall economic well-being of an area. Overall, Tullahoma has a
moderate risk of flooding, meaning flooding is likely to impact day to day life (source: floodfactor.com).
Recommendations
The problem of localized flooding will increase as extreme weather events continue to produce more

Source: NASA

flood events, while water quality is important for the region’s sustainability. Therefore, the City should:
• Expand City stormwater inspection and drainage maintenance capabilities by increasing staffing.
• Consider upgrading existing City retention/detention facilities as new, more efficient technologies
evolve.

Major Flooding Risk
Areas in Tullahoma

• Continue and expand the City’s program of drainage maintenance to include pipe cleaning, debris
removal, and inlet cleaning.
• Pursue grant funding, such as the EPA’s Building Blocks for Sustainable Communities Program, to develop a green infrastructure plan that identifies key green corridors to improve community resiliency
and support outdoor recreation opportunities, as well as wildlife habitat.
• Explore a program that includes off-site stormwater mitigation or payment into a stormwater fund.
• Continue to educate citizens, elected officials, and decision-making bodies on the importance of
stormwater management.
• Continue to work with TDEC to implement Tullahoma’s
submitted plan for requiring permanent stormwater pollutant removal for development/redevelopment projects.
• Consider expanding opportunities for the disposal of
household hazardous materials/liquids to avoid illegal
dumping (i.e., negative impacts to surface water and
groundwater).

Cedar Lane Flooding
in 2020

Source: floodfactor.com
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Infrastructure (continued)

Facilities

Green Infrastructure

Page 18 of this plan maps and summarizes Tullahoma’s primary community facilities. Us-

Typical stormwater management in the City of Tullahoma has consisted of open ditches,

ing the same four categories as that page, below are suggestions for facilities:

closed piping system, and detention ponds. While this treatment may have met the immediate need for stormwater management at the time it was designed and constructed,

Public Schools

it no longer functions in a holistic manner in which modern stormwater management is

Tullahoma’s public schools are a very positive asset to the community. The school district,

expected to perform. Stormwater systems can no longer be expected to only carry water,

which conducts its own planning, is currently considering the following improvements:

but they must also fulfill other community objectives, such as:

• Expansion of Farrar Elementary School

• Sustaining and improving water quality through natural filtering

• Replacement of Tullahoma High School

• Providing open space for public enjoyment

• Remodeling of East Middle School

• Providing linear facilities for public recreation (greenways, etc.)

• Studying the feasibility of a fifth elementary school in Tullahoma’s northern area

• Providing habitat for wildlife habits
Green infrastructure should be considered as an alternative to traditional approaches. Tullahoma’s development standards should encourage (or even mandate) the following:
• Bioswales: used to move rain water to another location, while absorbing some of it.
• Rain gardens: bioswales move water to rain gardens, where it is held and absorbed.
• Wetlands restoration: restoring the natural hydrology and introducing wetlands plants.
• Impervious surfaces: permeable paving surfaces in parking lots, etc.

Source: American Society of Landscape Architects

Bioswales can be
installed between
a street’s curbing
and the planting strip. They
are designed for
stormwater to
drain into them
so the water can
be absorbed
into the soil and
plant materials to
protect the more
conventional
drainage systems
from being overwhelmed.

Emergency Services
The City’s most recent achievement regarding emergency services is the development of a
new police headquarters, but the following other improvements should be pursued:
• Explore the feasibility of a third fire station
• Provide updates to Fire Station #1
• Explore the feasibility of an Emergency Shelter

• Red Cross building renovation

“I would like to see a
plan for the future that
includes a new library
with more space for community programming
and greater technological services. The current
library has expanded as
far as it can.”

• New ampitheater (proposed for Downtown per plan)

Public Opinion Survey

Cultural Venues
See Appendix D for an analysis on the potential to
establish a new event venue for the area.
• New library (perhaps Downtown)
• City museum (perhaps Downtown or at the South
Jackson Civic Center property)

Other Facilities
The City’s current top goals are: 1) Renovating City Hall, including repurposing the former
police department space; and 2) Constructing a new maintenance equipment building.
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Natural Resources
Pages 7-10 of this plan include information and a series
of existing conditions maps related to natural resources.
Recommendations for the protection of Tullahoma’s natural resources are focused on water resources and trees, as
mapped at right and explained below.
Water Resources
Water bodies, wetlands and floodplains are an important
habitat for plant and animal species, particularly endangered species. They also pose a serious barrier to development and a hazard to safety for both people and their
property. State buffer requirements already exist for development near water bodies, so that issue does not call
for duplicative policies from the City. Also, pages 75-76 of
this plan provide recommendations for stormwater management and the City’s recommended utilization of “green
infrastructure” standards, whether voluntary or mandatory. This plan’s primary recommendations for water resources focus on floodplains and streams.
Discourage the disturbance of floodplains
While development is technically prohibited within floodplains (from an elevation perspective), development can
still occur through the addition of fill material in floodplains that raises the elevation of the grade level to a safe
condition. However, such a system can be problematic, as
floodplain maps are often inaccurate since floodplains are
constantly changing, and isolated development can be
cut off from access by surrounding flooded areas. Consequently, it is recommended that the disturbance of floodplains in Tullahoma be discouraged. Below are a few alternatives to consider:
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Natural Resources (continued)
• Limiting the amount of floodplain that can be disturbed: First, as the map on the previous
page reflects, the amount of acreage occupied by floodplains in Tullahoma is relatively
limited, particularly when the floodway areas are subtracted. Floodway areas are already off limits for development in any circumstances. This option would be to limit the
amount of disturbance that can occur by requiring either: 1) Any development within
the floodplain shall leave undisturbed a minimum of fifty percent (50%) of the natural
floodplain area, including all of the floodway area, or 2) All of the floodway area, plus fifty
feet (50 ft.) on each side of the waterway, whichever is greater, be left in its natural state.
• Transfer of Development Rights (TDR): TDR is a tool that helps to compensate property
owners who have their land’s development potential reduced by regulations. It involves
first designating on a map two distinct areas - “sending” areas and “receiving” areas.
Sending areas are the lands being protected by eliminating or lessening their development potential. The receiving areas are those where increased development density is

40 percent of surveyed rivers, lakes and estuaries are not clean enough to meet basic uses
such as fishing and swimming. NPS pollution occurs from a range of sources, including
agriculture, forestry, grazing, septic systems, recreational boating, urban runoff, construction, physical changes to stream channels, and habitat degradation. To address this issue,
Congress established the Nonpoint Source Program funded by the EPA through Section
319 of the Clean Water Act, and TDA administers the program in Tennessee. The City recently applied for a 319 grant from TDA to clean up a segment of Rock Creek traversing the
Airport property, as this segment is on the State’s list of impaired and threatened waters.
The grant program requires a 40% match from the municipality, but some of that can be
in inkind services. If the City is successful in securing a $90,000 grant for the estimated
$150,000 project cost, and if the project proves to be a success, it is recommended that additional stream clean-up projects be pursued for Tullahoma in the future.
Sample opinion survey responses from people when asked how they “would like to
see Tullahoma change.”
“Quit destroying woodland areas to build housing.”

sought, such as in and near a downtown or a new mixed-use center. TDR allows land

“More progressive with sustainable infrastructure.”

owners in the sending areas to sell density credits to developers to apply to the receiving

“I would like to see more trees.”

areas to exceed the zoned density. Thus, the prohibited density in the sending areas is
sent to the receiving areas as part of a development credits market.
Challenges clearly exist to installing a TDR program. First, a study must be conducted to
determine that it is viable from a real estate market and economics perspective. In short,
will there actually be demand for density credits and will the local development community embrace such a system. Also, City staff have to be equipped to be able to operate a
TDR program, which is not easy in smaller communities with less staffing.
• Other potential incentive programs: If the City is interested in protecting floodplains, other types of incentives might be explored. They might be tied to either: A) greater density
for lands not impacted by floodplains (like TDR, but shifting densities within a single
large site); or B) some type of property tax and/or development fee reductions.

Trees
As explained previously on page 10 of this plan, trees provide many environmental benefits. The following recommendations are offered:
Require street trees as part of the City’s subdivision regulations
There should be minimum spacing requirements to ensure a sufficient number of trees,
and there should be minimum caliper sizes. Trees will also increase the aesthetic value.
Consider adopting a tree preservation ordinance
Many great model ordinances exist from across the country. Common features include:
• Require a tree inventory for sites prior to land disturbance.
• Focus the inventory and protections on species having environmental value and ex-

Continue to pursue clean-up efforts for streams
According to the Tennessee Department of Agriculture (TDA), non-point source pollution
(NPS) is the nation’s largest source of water quality problems and is the main reason that

ceeding a minimum caliper (6+ inches).
• Require no net loss of environmentally valuable trees after development, and perhaps
even exceeding the original number.
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Cultural Resources

who do not utilize the internet.
3. Hold a series of area-specific meetings. Multiple public meetings should be held in the

Not withstanding the cultural resources already addressed within the section of this plan

areas where districts are being considered. The City should solicit the attendance of

addressing cultural venues as part of the public facilities discussion (pages 73), such as the

staff from the Tennessee Historical Commission (CLG Coordinator) to help explain local

library, Tullahoma’s primary cultural resources consist of historic buildings. While historic

historic district designations.

buildings are located throughout the community, they are particularly prevalent in and
around the historic Downtown. The development history of Tullahoma was overviewed
on pages 4-6 of this plan, and below are recommendations for historic resources.

4. Pursue local designations where support exists. District designations work best when a
substantial majority of affected property owners support designation.
5. Prepare design guidelines. Guidelines are implemented through a design review body

Local Historic Districts & Design Guidelines

(preservation commission) and they should address both the treatment of existing

Tullahoma has two National Register (NR) Historic Districts (see map on page 29). The

buildings and the design of new buildings.

North Atlantic Street district consists of a few blocks just north of the Downtown core
that straddle both sides of the railroad tracks. The North Washington Street district, to the
immediate north, consists of only a few residential lots. Although NR designation brings
awareness and helps with financial incentives through the investment tax credits for historic building rehabilitation, it offers no protections for historic resources. The only exception is the limited protections from the Section 106 review process for federally-funded
and licensed projects negatively impacting resources (road widenings, etc.). Consequently, the following recommendations are offered:

While these recommendations have centered on locally-designated districts since those
the are the type with actual protections, the geographic expansion of the two small NR
districts should be
pursued as well,
perhaps on a parallel track.

Expand-

ing the NR districts
tential for property

It is recommended that the designation of local historic districts with actual protections

owners to take ad-

be explored for both Downtown and the surrounding historic neighborhoods. In addition

vantage of invest-

to NR districts, the map on page 29 also shows local districts that have been proposed in

ment tax credits for

the past. In fact, Section 408 of the City’s Zoning Ordinance has provisions for designating

historic building re-

and regulating local districts, but none have been designated yet. Thus, the following ap-

habilitations.

1. Prepare public information regarding districts designation. The differences between the
process and benefits of NR designation and local designation are considerable, so both
should be addressed. The pros and cons of local historic districts should be covered in
an objective, clear and balanced manner.
2. Disseminate the public information. Once prepared, the information should be provided to the public on the City’s website and in the form of hard copy brochures for people

– Carl Elefante, FAIA

will expand the po-

Explore the Designation of Local Historic Districts

proach is recommended for this objective:

“The greenest building is the one that
already exists.”

Prepare Design Guidelines
Even if local districts are not designated, the City should still pursue the preparation of
design guidelines for the historic areas, for the following reasons:
• They can serve as a resource for historic property owners
• They can be incentivized by requiring that they be followed to get financial incentives
• If they are initially voluntary, the community may develop enough of a comfort level
over time to support their adoption as mandatory standards.
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Cultural Resources (continued)

Atlantic Street: Then & Now

Incentives for Building Rehab
Promote Federal Investment Tax Credits for Historic Building Rehabs
Owners of National Register (NR) properties (and eligible properties) who pursue qualified
building rehabilitation projects are eligible for federal investment tax credits. Taking advantage of this incentive, a federal tax credit worth 25% of the total project costs, requires:
• The project costs must exceed the property’s adjusted cost basis (investments to date)
• The property must be income-producing (which can include residential if rental)
• The project must follow federal preservation standards (Secretary of the Interior’s)
Since many people are unaware of this financial incentive, it is important that the City
vigorously promote it. However, until the existing small NR districts are geographically
expanded, this incentive will have very limited benefits unless individual property owners
pursue designations, which is a viable option throughout the city.
Consider a Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) Program
PILOT is an incentive program enabled by the State that allows municipalities to lease government-owned property to private businesses at an alternative amount associated with

The top photo is Atlantic Street in 1910, versus its appearance today, as depicted below. The facades of most of these buildings have been substantially altered, and not
in a positive way. Local historic district designation applied years ago might have
salvaged much of the original appearance, but it is never too late.

a cost of development or job creation, rather than the normal property tax amount that
would be due on the property. Some jurisdictions, such as Shelby County, Knox and Hamilton Counties, have used PILOT programs to leverage economic development and private
investment, particularly rehab/reuse of buildings and developing manufacturing facilities.
Certified Local Government (CLG)
Pursue CLG Status by Establishing a Comprehensive Preservation Program
CLG status is provided by the Tennessee Historical Commission (THC) for local governments
that have a comprehensive historic preservation program. Features of CLG programs include a historic preservation ordinance, locally-designated historic districts, a preservation
commission, and design guidelines to apply to properties within the local districts. CLGs
are qualified for a special funding source that is allocated annually by THC for various preservation projects. If the City follows this plan’s recommendations for achieving a preservation program, CLG should then be pursued as well.
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Evaluation of Current Facilities

planning stage, but it is now being developed and constitutes a 14th facility.

Comparison of National Statistics vs Tullahoma
Below is a comparison of Tullahoma with the national median number for communities of 20,000 people and less. The number of park acres and facilities for an
average community of 20,000 people are compared with Tullahoma. The actual
number of acres/facilities are indicated in parenthesis ( ), while the numbers not
in parenthesis represent the park acres per 1,000 people or the number of people
per facility.

NRPA Park Metrics

Resource Type		

National Med. #s

Tullahoma #s

			
			

Acres Per
1,000 Pop.

Total
Acres

Acres Per Total
1,000 Pop. Acres

Parks			

12

(240)

30

(605)

Facilities			
			

People Per
Facility

Total
Facilities

People Per
Facility

Total
Facilities

Playgrounds		

2,523

(7.9)

3,333

(6)

Basketball courts		

4,090

(4.9)

5,000

(4)

Consequently, the NRPA has since steered away from standards and now speaks in terms of

Tennis courts		

2,922

(6.8)

3,333

(6)

“metrics.” The table at right details how Tullahoma’s existing park and recreation facilities

Multi-use courts		

7,866

(2.5)

10,000

(2)

measure up against the NRPA metrics. To echo what NRPA now stresses, every community

Baseball fields		

7,804

(2.6)

3,636

(5.5)

is very different and no one size fits all. Regardless, below is a summary of the key findings

Softball fields		

5,072

(3.9)

3,636

(5.5)

from the table at right.

Soccer fields		

3,294

(6.1)

2,500

(8)

Pages 19-20 of this plan list and map out all 13 of Tullahoma’s existing parks and community centers. This information also features a map showing the service area for active
recreational parks in 1/4 mile and 1/2 mile radii relative to surrounding populations. When
the facilities inventory was initially mapped for this project, Silver Street Park was still in the

Until recent years, the National Recreation & Parks Association (NRPA) maintained a set of
“standards” for communities to provide parks and recreational facilities based upon their
population. However, the NRPA recently abandoned such standards, as explained below in
a 2019 article posted on their website:
“There is not a single set of standards for parks and recreation that could possibly
encompass the uniqueness found in every community across the country. Communities
vary greatly by size, needs and desires; so too should their park and recreation agencies’
offerings.”

Multi-use fields		

4,683

(4.3)

NA

(0)

Substantially Exceed

Substantially Short

Swimming pools		

8,023

(2.5)

10,000

(2)

Relative to the NRPA metrics, Tulla-

Relative to the NRPA metics, Tulla-

Skate parks

10,118

(2.0)

NA

(0)

homa substantially exceeds them

homa falls substantially short for the

Ice rinks		

9,860

(2.0)

NA

(0)

for the following facilities:

following facilities:

Dog parks

10,000

(2.0)

20,000

(1)

• Park lands

• Multi-use courts/fields*

• Baseball fields

• Skate parks - 0

• Softball fields

• Ice rinks* - 0

• Soccer fields

• Dog parks - 1

Although Tullahoma has two football fields, there are no national standards for football
fields. Tennis courts are located on the Arnold air force base. Since there are 11 fields that
serve both baseball and softball, that figure has been split in two for this table.

* May be a non-issue
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Public Input

Recommendations

Appendix A includes the results of the public opinion survey conducted for this plan. One

In addition to continuing to pursue funding to rebuild Imagination Station, the following

question focused specifically on parks and recreation. Below is a summary of the results.

recommendations are provided for the City’s Parks & Recreation Department.
Projects in the Works
These projects are already occurring now and should obviously be completed:
• Waggoner Park – improvements (see site plan alternative below)
• Johnson Lane Park - expansion
• Silver Street Park – new park
New Facilities to Pursue
Based on the NRPA metrics and public input, the following facilities should be pursued:
• Basketball courts - only a few are needed
• Pickle ball courts - none exist, but popular
• Skate park - none exist

• Short Springs parking & rest rooms
- at intersection of Powell Road &
Short Springs Roads

• Dog park - only one exists at present

Option 2 for Waggoner Park Improvements
Source: Lose & Associates, Inc.

Clearly, the most popular recreational facility is greenways/trails, at nearly double the demand for the next highest rated facility (community centers/gyms). The next most demand
is for swimming pools and tennis courts. Tullahoma’s number of existing pools are close to
the national average, as are tennis courts. While the existing six tennis courts are not part
of public parks, four are located at the high school and two are at the air force base.
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Recommendations (continued)

Parks & Recreation Master Plan

Rock Creek Park

tail for any given topic. Consequently, it is recommended that the City pursue the creation

A citywide comprehensive plan, such as this one, can only go into a certain amount of de-

This concept for a major new park in Tullahoma has been recently proposed by a group
of visionary private citizens. The property in question, illustrated below, is comprised of
floodplain along Rock Creek, so it has very limited development potential. Because it is
privately owned, the owners would need to be willing sellers to the City or a non-profit
group well-suited to own the park. Regardless of ownership, maintenance would likely fall
to the City’s Parks & Recreation Department. The vision is that Rock Creek Park could essentially become Tullahoma’s Central Park. The park, and a future greenway traversing it, would
provide a physical connection with Cascade Park and the other nearby facilities, including
Imagination Station, D.W. Wilson Community Center and the library. While the park could
contain limited recreational facilities, such as a children’s playground, it would be primarily
intended to passive recreation and special events. See pages 87-88 regarding potential

of a detailed Parks & Recreation Master Plan. In particular, such a plan is needed for the City
to acquire Local Parks and Recreation Fund (LPRF) grants from the Tennessee Department
of Environment
& Conservation
(TDEC). At right
is a list created
by TDEC for the
requirements of
a plan that can
qualify for LPRF
grant funding.

new development that might occur adjacent to this proposed park.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR TULLAHOMA

A primary objective of this Comprehensive Plan is for Tullahoma to benefit in the future from
more attractive, pedestrian-friendly and sustainable neighborhoods and mixed-use districts.
The City’s existing development regulations should be adjusted to achieve this objective.
Below is a summary of important design principles to follow:
Walkability
A pedestrian-friendly environment is not based merely on the provision of sidewalks, although sidewalks are obviously an important starting point. An area must also be safe,
interesting, attractive and comfortable to attract pedestrians. Such areas are lined with
storefronts and street trees rather than blank walls and parking lots. Parking lots should be
located behind buildings to encourage walkability within urban areas.
Mixed Uses
Another way to promote walkability is to develop areas with a mixture of land uses located
within convenient proximity to one another. The potential should exist for someone to

This walkable neighborhood street features sidewalks, street trees,
and alleys instead of driveways that would interrupt the streetscape..
streetscape..

live, work, shop and play within the same general vicinity rather than having to drive from
place to place. Many people are either too young, old or financially-challenged to be able
to own, maintain, insure and operate a motorized vehicle, so their limited means should be
accommodated through better community design.
Calming of Motor Vehicles
The term “traffic calming” often refers to remedial measures taken by communities to slow
down speeding traffic through techniques such as speed bumps/humps/tables, traffic
circles, chicanes, neckdowns, chokers, pedestrian bulbs, road narrowings, raised intersections, and changes in road texture. However, it is important that streets be designed from
the beginning for people rather than only motorized vehicles.
Generous Landscaping
Landscaping can bring many advantages to the built environment. First, plant materials
provide environmental benefits, including cooling shade, absorption of stormwater and
animal habitat. Landscaping can also visually screen undesirable views, such as parking

Walkable mixed-use areas feature buildings built to the sidewalk and
parking lots located behind the buildings.

lots and blank walls. Finally, it also adds aesthetic value and market value to properties
because landscaping simply makes any place more attractive.
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North Jackson Street
Existing Conditions
Jackson Street is Tullahoma’s primary spine through the community and it offers a first and
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aesthetic and traffic safety issues, as opposed to a more fundamental transportation of the
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last impression for visitors. The importance of it has not been lost on the City, as it pre-
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corridor that would also address the adjacent development.
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It is recommended that the City attempt to improve this corridor in a more all-encompassing
way. This plan proposes that the core segment between Wilson to the north and Carroll
to the south be treated in a more urban form, while the other segments to the north and
south might be a better form of suburbia, including more landscaping and access control.

Current Challenges
Among the many challenges
posed by Jackson Street’s
current design are the
following:

URBAN SEGMENT OF JACKSON STREET

Public Opinions
As reflected in the public survey question below, the primary objectives of citizens for this
corridor include the following (in order of priority): expanded sidewalks, more landscaping,
more pedestrian crossings, additional street lighting, and fewer or no billboards.

• Gaps in the sidewalk
system
• Lack of street trees
• Large barren front parking lots
• Difficult street crossings
• Large signs/billboards
• Excessive driveways
(number & width)
• Limited cross-access
between properties
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Urban Segment

Proposed Improvements
Within the ROW
The portion of Jackson Street within the public right-of-way (ROW) was addressed in the City’s 2019
streetscape plan. Recommended improvements include the following:
• Continuous sidewalks and pathways: Developers should provide them as their properties are developed, but the City may need to fill the gaps where redevelopment in unlikely in the near future.
• Street trees: They should be shade trees well-suited for highway ROWs, and coordination with TDOT
will be necessary. As with sidewalks, developers should provide them when they develop their property and the City may need to fill the voids where they exist.
• Enhanced street crossings: This approach will require pavement treatment and/or coloring, signage
to draw the attention of drivers, and pedestrian-controlled lights.
• Fewer and narrower driveways: Driveways should only be as wide as are needed for safe ingress and
egress by vehicles. This approach minimizes stormwater run-off, decreases development and maintenance costs, is more attractive, and increases the safety for both pedestrians and drivers.

Suburban Segment

Beyond the ROW
• Buildings closer to the street: Not only will this approach give the corridor a more human scale, but it
will result in less front parking, if any (depending on the location).
• Shallower front parking lots with more side and rear parking: As reflected above at right, there should
be no parking between the building and street within the Urban Segment of the corridor.
• Landscaping in parking lots: Landscaping includes shade trees along the perimeter of lots, evergreen
landscaping to screen particular views, and shrubs to help screen parking, where needed.
• New sign standards: New standards should result in fewer signs, smaller signs, and no new billboards.
In fact, the amortization of billboards should be considered to eventually eliminate existing ones.
• Cross-access between sites: Functioning like alleys, cross-access should be required as part of any
development approvals so that drivers can access adjacent properties without having to reenter the
flow of traffic on Jackson Street.
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New Housing

ALTERNATIVES: NEW DEVELOPMENT ON GRUNDY
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The overall topic of housing for Tullahoma is addressed on pages 97-99 of this plan, in ad-
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section focuses on the design aspects of new housing.
Downtown Housing
According to both this project’s housing market analysis and public input, there is a need for
a much broader range of housing types than currently exist in Tullahoma. It is recommended that much of this new housing occur Downtown to provide market support to businesses
and to provide Downtown with a more “lived in” atmosphere that, in turn, attracts others.
Locations
Developing most or all of a block is more efficient and financially feasible than scattered site
development. Also, the demolition of historic buildings should be avoided, particularly in
light of the substantial alterations that have occurred to many existing historic buildings.
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All Housing Scenario:
This development scenario includes a 3-story
multi-family building
fronting Grundy Street
with nine self-parked
townhouses featuring
spectacular views to
the proposed new Rock
Creek Park below to the
north and west.

Site of
New Police
Department
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Design Features
• Buildings that address the street, including the primary entrance fronting it

c
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• Parking in the rear that is screened from adjacent streets
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• Can feature ground floor commercial on a shopping street
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• Façade massing for a human scale by using facade off-sets, features and material changes
• Sidewalks and street trees that blend the building with the urban streetscape
Housing Outside of Downtown
Locations
See pages 48-56 in the Place Types section for both the Suburban and Urban Place Types to
see appropriate locations for new housing outside of the Downtown.
Design Features
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• Variety of housing types, including single-family detached, attached and mulit-family
• Highly-connected street network, meaning few or no cul de sacs
• Peripheral street connections, including ROW access to adjacent undeveloped property
• Strong walkability, including destinations to walk to (parks, commercial uses, etc.)
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Gr

Site of
New Police
Department

Mixed-Use Scenario:
This development scenario includes a 2-story
multi-family building
fronting Grundy Street
with five self-parked
townhouses featuring
spectacular views to
the proposed new Rock
Creek Park. Utilizing a
shared parking scenario and a reduction in
density, there is also an
opportunity to create a
small restaurant on the
west end of the main
building with outdoor
dining overlooking the
park.

• Formal and informal spaces ranging from plazas, formal parks, and informal green space
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RENDERING: NEW MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT OVERLOOKING ROCK CREEK PARK

Place holder to be replaced with a refined and colored version
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DOWNTOWN
“In most American cities, you
can sense almost instantly and
instinctively whether it is living
or dying by its downtown.”
The Tennessean (2005)

Overview
This is the only section of this Comprehensive Plan that focuses
on one particular place. The reason is that, based upon this project’s community engagement process and economic analysis, the
Downtown area is extremely important to Tullahoma. The rich
history, physical form, character, and rich mix of land uses make it

“After decades of marginally effective single-solution
approaches... downtown is
now viewed as a multifaceted
organism of economic, physical and social elements that
must be addressed in a holistic
manner. In short, planning,
development, and management must be integrated into a
seamless process.”

unique. It is noteworthy that some of the recommendations in this

Doug Loescher - Director of the
National Trust Main Street Center
(2009)

Main Street programs across the country have had great success

“Vibrant, attractive, user
friendly downtowns don’t just
happen. They are the product
of vision, dedicated leadership,
effective partnerships and....
good planning. The result is a
road map that can help communities get the kind of downtown that everyone needs and
wants - and deserves.”
Richard Moe - Former President of
the National Trust for Historic
Preservation (2009)

plan section are repeated from other plan sections, such as issues
tied to economic development and historic zoning, which reflects
the complexities of any downtown that require a multi-disciplinary
perspective for planning purposes.
Main Street Four Point Approach
The National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Main Street America
program has been in the downtown revitalization business since
the 1970s. Grounded in historic preservation, hundreds of local
with revitalization efforts. All Main Street programs follow the same
“four point approach” to revitalization, which includes:
• Organization - board, committees, staffing, volunteers, etc.
• Design - buildings, streetscapes, public spaces, parking, etc.
• Economic Vitality - business development, incentives, etc.
• Promotion - marketing, special events, social media, etc.
State Main Street programs serve as a bridge between the national
level and local level programs. In Tennessee, the state program is
operated by the Tennessee Department of Economic & Community
Development (TDECD). Tullahoma is one of the state’s 46 communities that have gone through Main Street program training, but it
currently lacks an active Main Street program. Regardless, because
the four points are an effective framework for downtown planning,
this plan section is organized accordingly.

Why Downtown Tullahoma is Important
There are many reasons why Downtown Tullahoma is so
important to the overall community, including:
Downtown is where much of Tullahoma’s history occurred.
While significant history happened throughout the area
that constitutes today’s Tullahoma, much of it occurred in
Downtown Tullahoma.
Downtown defines Tullahoma’s sense of place.
In light of the generic franchise architecture found in most
suburban commercial corridors referred to as “strip commercial development,” including segments of Jackson
Street, Downtown Tullahoma offers a rare sense of place
that conveys Tullahoma’s unique character and identity.
Downtown is the institutional and cultural center of town.
Downtown is the location of civic parades, City Hall, the
US Post Office, the historic train depot, and various other
institutional offices and facilities. It is clearly the civic
heart and soul of Tullahoma.
Downtown has the “Smartest Growth” in Tullahoma.
“Smart Growth” is a nation-wide community planning
philosophy that encourages environmental, economic, fiscal and social sustainability. It recognizes that downtown
area growth translates to less peripheral growth encroaching on outlying rural and natural areas, leverages existing
urban infrastructure, and accommodates a mixed-use
walkable environment that minimizes automobile trips.
Downtown is your postcard location.
Rarely would a Tullahoma resident entertain out-of-town
guests without taking them to Downtown Tullahoma.
Downtown is owned by everyone.
While most areas of Tullahoma outside of the Downtown
are only the focus of people living or working in those
areas, there is a shared sense of ownership for Downtown.
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Existing Conditions & Opinions

Organization

Physical & Economic Challenges

Establish a Downtown Revitalization Entity

Relative to most communities roughly the same size and age, Downtown Tullahoma has a

In 2018, Tullahoma went through the required preliminary steps toward adopting a Main

general lack of surviving architectural fabric because so many buildings have been lost or

Street program, including securing a Mentor Assessment by TDECD and preparation of

altered over time. Unlike many historic downtowns, Tullahoma’s does not have local histor-

a Main Street application. While a Main Street program is one option, it is important to

ic district designation to provide protections to buildings and to ensure compatible new

recognize that many successful downtown programs are not affiliated with Main Street.

infill development. There are also substantial building vacancies, and Downtown lacks a

Regardless of whether it is independent or not, it is strongly recommended that the City fol-

central gathering place, as is found in most downtowns. Fortunately, there is a core group

low through with establishing a downtown revitalization program, as follows:

of restaurants, shops and similar businesses that continue to attract Downtown visitors.

Funding

Public Opinions

A downtown program will need roughly $125,000 to $150,000 annually to hire a full-time

Among the needs for Downtown, housing typically gets the lowest priority in public opin-

Director, rent office space, and fund other various expenses. Most programs get their pri-

ion surveys such as the one conducted in Tullahoma for this plan. The reason is not that

mary funding from their municipal government, and that approach is most likely for Tul-

housing is an unimportant facet of revitalization. Instead, the people taking the survey

lahoma. It is critical that the City commit to at least three years to attract good candidates

already have housing that they are content with, so it is a low priority for them personally.

for the job, but with the intent of funding long after that initial time frame. Supplemental
funding should also be sought from private sector contributions and sponsorships.
Organizational Structure

More/improved
dining & shopping
More/convenient
parking
Public gathering
space
Improved
aesthetics
Improved
walkability
Downtown
housing
Preservation &
enhancement of
historic buildings

Consider the following recommendations for the program’s organizational structure:
• Organize the program as a 501c3 non-profit entity led by a Board of Directors who are
Downtown stakeholders. While funding from, and coordination with, the City will still
be very important, the downtown program should have a separate identity, including
separate office space.
• Pursue the employment of a full-time Director who is highly-qualified in downtown revitalization, including substantial past success.
• Establish a set of working committees based upon the key issues being faced by Downtown Tullahoma. The committees should consist of both Board members and others in
the community who are willing to lend a hand.
Annual Work Plan
Prepare and adopt an annual Work Plan as a guide and benchmark from year to year. Model Work Plans can be gathered from other programs and then adapted for Tullahoma.
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Design

Parking

Within a Main Street program context, “design” refers to just about any topic related to

lenges to finding convenient and free parking in Downtown Tullahoma. However, as the

At present, despite what many Downtown citizens might feel, there are very few chal-

physical improvements. It is recognized that some ideas of this plan could fall under mul-

Downtown begins to revitalize, demand for parking will increase, so strategies should be

tiple “four point” categories, but those having a primarily physical planning aspect will be

mapped out now. Below are recommendations to consider.

addressed in this plan section.

On-Street Parking
On-street parking should always be intended for Downtown shoppers and diners, and

Buildings
As noted previously in this plan, buildings are one of the most fundamental components

those who work or live Downtown should park in less convenient parking lots.

of any downtown, including Downtown Tullahoma. Pages 79-80 of Natural & Cultural Re-

Regulate On-Street Parking

sources section recommends the following ideas and details are included:

On-street parking should be signed for no more than 3-hour parking. Parking meters

• Explore historic zoning via a local historic district that can provide protections to historic
buildings and shape the form and character of new buildings.
• Prepare design guidelines regardless of whether local historic districts are designated as a
resource for property owners that might also be tied to incentives.

are not necessary, but the City must enforce parking to generate the desired turnover.
Create More On-Street Parking
Jackson Street is just one example of where new on-street parking might be created.
While TDOT approval would be required, the cross-sections below illustrate how driving
lanes might be narrowed slightly to free up an 8 ft. width to add a parallel parking lane.

Streetscapes
There is a long history of communities that have focused most of their downtown revi-

Existing Jackson Street: 4 driving lanes, 1 turn lane, 1 parking lane

talization efforts on redeveloping streetscapes, but with limited long-term benefits. The
core area of Downtown Tullahoma (Lincoln and Atlantic Streets) has streetscapes that have
been redeveloped relatively recently, as well as recent
intersection improvements with pedestrian bulbs
and paved crosswalks. These newer streetscapes
are well-designed and combine primarily scored
concrete with brick accenting, human-scaled
streetlights, and street trees. It is recom-

Proposed Jackson Street: 4 driving lanes, 1 turn lane, 2 parking lanes

mended that any future streetscape expansions follow this same basic design for cohesion, and the top priority should be Jackson
Street. However, new streetscape should be
used sparingly and strategically as a way to
stimulate adjacent private sector development
when opportunities arise.

Atlantic Street
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New Public Space

Off-Street Parking

ering space that is used for both passive purposes and special events. However, no such

Off-street parking facilities that should be pursued for Downtown Tullahoma are listed

space currently exists in Downtown Tullahoma. Thus, one is recommended, as follows:

It is difficult to think of any highly successful downtown that does not have a central gath-

here and mapped below (letters in the list are tied to the map below):
A. Enhanced City lot on Atlantic Street: Located on the west side of Atlantic Street between
Lincoln and Lauderdale Streets, this already-paved lot only needs some landscaping
(optional), lighting, paint-striping to delineate spaces, signage and promotion.
B. Parking Along Rail Line: Extending the existing parking areas between Atlantic Street

Purpose
A public space for Downtown Tullahoma could serve the following purposes:
• A space for passive use by individuals (strolling, reading, picnicking, etc.)
• A public gathering place for special events (including a stage for performances)
• A location for public restrooms that can benefit Downtown on an ongoing basis

and the rail line between Moore and Grundy, this lot would begin just north of Grundy.

• A means for leveraging economic spin-off benefits to nearby businesses

Extending parking to the south to Warren Street is another option if demand warrants it.

• A site for a new Downtown Farmers Market (see more on this issue on the next page)

C. Explore Transforming Vacant Lot into Parking: Located on the northeast corner of Lincoln

Location

and Wall Streets, this undeveloped site could be developed as a parking lot with access

While there may be other alternative sites, it is proposed at this point that the new public

off of the alley-like Wall Street. However, since this privately-owned space has been used

space occur at the southeast corner of Jackson and Grundy Streets. This site is privately

in recent years as an outdoor open space, there may be a lack of support for this idea.
Model Public Spaces: Wilkesboro, North Carolina

B

C

A

Although the design would differ some for
Tullahoma’s proposed space, Wilkesboro’s
park has many potential parallels. It was
developed following a 2011 downtown
planning project, and it includes a stage
area for performances, open space for
seating during events, and the main part
of the property can be used for passive uses
and even parking during non-event times. The
park has also been key to the revitalization of
Downtown Wilkesboro. Another public
space worth mentioning is the Gallatin,
Tennessee Downtown multi-use pavilion.
An outgrowth of their 2004 downtown
plan, this facility is used for both performances and a regular farmers market, which
is why half of the pavilion’s funding was from
a USDA grant.

Farmers Market

Concert Event
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Design (continued)
owned and features Traders Bank and parking. The bank building, which would be demolished, is not historic and, in fact, it is incompatible with Downtown from a design perspective. While it is acknowledged that parking is important for Downtown, the previous
section outlines ways to create even more parking, in addition to recommendations for
managing on-street parking. Obviously, this concept is contingent upon the cooperation
of the affected property owners.
Design
Design features for this roughly one-acre site might include the following features:
• A combination of paved and lawn surfaces, and peripheral shade trees
• A stage, concessions area, and public restrooms in the western corner of the site
• Movable seating (rather than less flexible fixed seating)
• Farmers market tents located along the west side of Wall Street (alley)

More on the Farmers Market
While this plan proposes a new Downtown Farmers Market as part of the new
public space, it must be recognized that there are currently two existing markets
in town (neither of which leverages economic spin-off because of their locations):
• Church parking lot at Wilson & Cedar: it operates every Wednesday morning and
has a relatively long history
• South Jackson Civic Center: it operates on Monday afternoons and has existed for
roughly two years
As indicated on the previous page, there may be potential funding for the market
component of the proposed new public space from the US Department of Agriculture (USDA), as other communities have done. The farmers market might be operated by either the City’s Parks & Recreation Department, or the proposed new Main
Street program, or perhaps a partnership between the two. The non-profit Farmers
Market Coalition is a wonderful resource for starting a new program: https://farmersmarketcoalition.org/.
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Proposed New Downtown Public Space: Short-Term Scenario
This scenario retains London’s parking area, but provides food trucks for special events.
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Proposed New Downtown Public Space: Long-Term Scenario
This scenario proposes two shallow one-story retail building in place of London’s parking.
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Economic Vitality

potential for any new lodging in Tullahoma. However, since the lack of an associated hotel

This section addresses land uses, business development and financial tools.

failed, lodging may be important to the feasibility of a new meeting venue for Tullahoma.

Land Uses
As reflected in the previous pages, a farmers market is proposed for Downtown Tullahoma.
In addition to that idea and the more basic uses already existing Downtown, such as restaurants and retail shops, the following uses should be pursued:
Housing
More housing in and near Downtown will support retail and dining businesses, provide
Tullahoma with more diverse needed housing options, and will help in recruiting new businesses to the Downtown. An increased number of residents will also give the Downtown
area a more “lived in” atmosphere to attract visitors. For more information on this concept,
see pages 97-98 in this plan’s section on Housing, as well as the Appendix C. Housing Market

has been pointed to as the reason that many meeting venues in Middle Tennessee have

Brewery and/or Distillery
As with lodging, this plan does not include an analysis of the feasibility of a brewery or
distillery in Tullahoma. The city already has one brewery - Ole Shed, but it is not located in
the Downtown area. The closest distillery is George Dickel at Casscade Hollow, and it is a
major operation and destination. With that understanding, many downtowns have found
that small-scale breweries (micro breweries) and distilleries can go far towards revitalization. Perhaps the existing brewery could relocate to Downtown, new operations might be
started, and/or a Downtown tasting room might open as another way to further animate
Downtown.
Business Development

Analysis.

Once a revitalization program can be established for Downtown Tullahoma, a key focus

Meeting Venue

cluding restaurants, live music and shops. Although many downtown entities focus their

Appendix D of this plan entails an Events Venue Market Analysis, as there is presently a lack

efforts on business recruitment, the retention and expansion of existing businesses is

of meeting venue options within the city limits. That report has determined the viability of

equally important, if not more important, to the extent that such existing businesses are

a venue that should be located either Downtown or at a lake side location that leverages

consistent with the optimal tenant mix for Downtown. To achieve successful business de-

the natural environment. Either way, below are some of its key characteristics:

velopment, it is recommended that the following steps occur in the following sequencing:

should be the retention, expansion and recruitment of existing and new businesses, in-

• Number of events per year: 120-150
• Capacity of the venue: 500+ people
• Building size: minimum of 6,000 to 8,000 square feet of indoor space
• Indoor space design: flexible and divisible
Given the importance of Downtown revitalization to Tullahoma, it is recommended that a
Downtown be prioritized as the location if at all possible.
Lodging
At present, the only lodging within the Downtown area is the Grand Lux Inn. Although
this inn is well-located and has a lot of charm, it features only six rooms and two efficiency
apartments (for longer stays). The city’s hotels are in suburban locations in the Jackson
Street corridor. This plan does not include a hotel market analysis to gauge the market

Anderson,
South
Carolina’s,
downtown
group has
made a
strong
connection
between
business
recruitment and
property
owners.
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Promotion

1. Conduct a Retail Market Analysis (including dining) to determine the optimal tenant mix

Promotion is the fourth point of the Main Street “Four Point” approach. Big pushes in

so that business development can be extremely targeted toward the types of busi-

promotion are often embarked upon following an initial focus on the other three points

nesses that can be viable in Downtown Tullahoma.

so that a certain level of “product improvement” can first occur. Therefore, the proposed

2. Maintain a constant dialogue with existing business owners to be able to assist struggling

Downtown program may want to stall attracting numerous first-time visitors who might

businesses and to be sure that expanding businesses remain in the Downtown area.

otherwise be underwhelmed by their experience, thereby missing an opportunity for a

3. Create marketing materials promoting Downtown’s optimal tenant mix based upon the

more positive first impression that might have been achieved if more implementation had

recommended Retail Market Analysis in a manner that convincingly conveys the pent-

occurred beforehand. Below are recommended key promotional strategies.

up market demand as a powerful marketing tool for recruitment.
4. Conduct and maintain a building inventory to understand the availability of space so

Digital Media

that new tenants being recruited can be matched to potential spaces, including their

Once established, it is important that the proposed Downtown program create an attrac-

owners/representatives.

tive and user-friendly website. The program should also utilize social media effectively

5. Establish a Business Development Team to meet with owners of businesses being re-

given the strong returns for such a relatively affordable marketing tool.

cruited. It should include, at a minimum, the Downtown program Director and a current Downtown business owner.
6. Target successful “mom and pop” businesses located in other communities in the region
and encourage them to open another such business in Downtown Tullahoma.

Events
It is important that all events that currently occur in Downtown continue in Downtown.
However, once a Downtown program is established, working closely with the City’s Parks
and Recreation Department, public events Downtown should be expanded. The develop-

Financial Tools

ment of a new public space, as recommended on pages 92-94, will greatly expand the

Incentives for individual properties were previously addressed on page 80 of this plan.

opportunities for more public events. Once developed, there should be a series of regular

Other potential financial tools include the following:

events (monthly and even weekly). Regardless of the specific events and their frequency,

• Explore the designation of a tax increment financing (TIF) district for Downtown Tullahoma.
This concept is based on future increased tax revenues generated by a development being used to retire a loan for funding infrastructure and similar improvements tied to the
development. See more on this topic on page 103 regarding economic development.
• Consider a business improvement district (BID) if there is substantial property owner inter-

the mantra should be “quality over quantity.”
Other Strategies
• Conduct a “Shop Local” campaign to be spearhead by the Tullahoma Area Chamber of
Commerce and the Downtown program once established.

est. While the timing is likely not yet ripe to gain sufficient support for a BID, a BID fea-

• Encourage food trucks to operate in Downtown as a supplement the existing mix of res-

tures an increase in property taxes by which the additional revenues go towards various

taurants. The City should adopt regulations and designate appropriate locations in

services to benefit the downtown beyond those normally provided by the City, such as

underutilized parking lots. One obvious location might be the parking lots between

increased clean-up and maintenance in ROWs, enhanced policing, marketing, and simi-

Atlantic and the rail line. There are numerous model food truck ordinances, and one to

lar services. Also, the BID funds can support a revitalization entity such as the proposed

consider as a starting point is Franklin, Tennessee’s.

Main Street program.
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HOUSING
Appendix C of this plan contains the full version of the Housing Market Analysis, while
pages 24-25 in the plan’s Existing Conditions section provides a summary of those key findings. This section presents several housing development concepts and opportunities for
Tullahoma. Recommendations are also made for housing rehabilitation, and for marketing
and branding to attract investment. Finally, strategies are presented to capture funding for
specific redevelopment projects and to overcome obstacles to investment. These strategies are meant to help inform other elements of this Comprehensive Plan for Tullahoma.

Development Concepts
Several development concepts are offered as input to the planning process and to help
guide redevelopment efforts in the city. Even where the market supports them, development concepts such as these will typically require some type of public intervention or
leveraging because private developers may not otherwise enter the market with these
products.
Downtown Mixed-Use
There are opportunities to strengthen Downtown Tullahoma through the development of
apartments or mixed-use projects that enliven Downtown’s streets and bring a “built-in”
market for Downtown businesses. Given the resistance of some residential neighborhoods
to multi-family development, Downtown provides an opportunity to integrate apartments
into a commercial business hub away from single-family housing.
New Housing
New mixed-use development with ground-floor retail and upper-floor rental apartments
or condominiums could provide competitive new space for retail businesses, while also

Single
Family
Houses

Triplexes
Duplexes
Quadplexes Townhouses Multifamily
(2 units in 1 (3 units in 1 (4 units in 1 (adjoining
buildings on housing
building)
building)
building)
their own
(apartlots)
ments &
condos)

All of the
above in
a master
planned
community

providing a new residential product to help diversify the housing offerings in Tullahoma.
The housing market analysis indicated that there is potential for both condominiums and
rental apartments, but it will be more challenging to obtain financing for condominiums in
this market. A project with 20 to 40 rental units and ground-floor retail may be an appropriate
scale as a start-up project for Downtown Tullahoma. Development of an infill project could
be leveraged, in part, with investment in a Downtown public event space, restaurants, and

Although opinions cannot take the place of the realities of market demand and genuine

other amenities that enhance the Downtown lifestyle and walkability.

needs, it is always instructive to understand what citizens believe regarding issues such

Building Rehabilitation

as housing. As the graph above illustrates from the public opinion survey conducted as

In addition to new construction, there are some limited opportunities for upper-floor reno-

part of this Comprehensive Plan, single-family housing was identified as the most needed

vations and rehabilitation of existing buildings in the Downtown area. The Veranda House

housing type. The next most popular housing types in order of preference were:

Apartments has already proven at least a basic market exists for rental apartments Down-

• All of the above in a master planned community

town in an historic setting. These apartments rent from $525 to $675, so they are priced

• Townhouses

at the lower end of the market. High insurance and rehabilitation costs, coupled with low

• Multi-family housing

rents, have prohibited owners from investing in these spaces. However, there may be op-

• Duplexes, quadplexes and triplexes

portunities for consolidation of spaces to help reduce the cost and increase market exposure on a marginal basis.
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HOUSING
Development Concepts (continued)

Traditional Neighborhoods

The City might consider facilitating partnerships between building owners and providing

that demand for higher-end product will continue to grow. The market analysis suggests

them with incentives to combine upper-floor spaces that may otherwise be too small or
inefficient to rehabilitate on their own. Some potential incentives are described later in
this section. Reconnaissance seems to indicate that there may only be a handful of these
spaces with potential for rehab, but even having a few “loft” apartments in historic buildings helps to diversify the offering for housing Downtown and in Tullahoma overall.
Neighborhood Infill
There are a number of vacant and under-utilized lots in the city that could, if consolidated,
support neighborhood infill development of townhouses and single-family detached and
“zero lot-line” housing. Some lots could support development of some of the 50 to 200+
for-sale workforce housing units for which there is forecasted demand in Tullahoma. Again,
some of this housing might be clustered near commercial corridors and transportation
routes. Ideally, if a public transportation system is expanded to Tullahoma, then workforce
housing should be located along bus routes. But there are also opportunities for infill market-rate housing to meet some of the demand for up to 300 market-rate units over the next
five years. Some opportunities for market-rate and workforce housing might be enabled
through public land banking and site consolidation, as discussed later in this section.
Apartment Communities
Tullahoma has a need and a market for development of townhouse and garden-style apartment communities that offer modern amenities, contemporary design, and standards
comparable to those being built in Murfreesboro and other competitive cities. Again, the

The increasing incomes and affluence of residents entering the Tullahoma market indicates
that there would be demand for 150 to 190 for-sale housing units priced in the $300,000 range.
However, there will continue to be unmet demand for more moderate-priced housing in
the $200,000 range, along with both market-rate and workforce rental housing. There are
opportunities to accommodate a mix of housing styles, tenure, and pricing in traditional
neighborhood developments (TNDs) that also help to capture regional market base.
TNDs can allow for some measure of cross-subsidy of lower-priced product, although those
opportunities have become severely constrained during the COVID Pandemic due to the
rising cost of materials and labor. Still, Tullahoma’s relatively low land costs can help create
opportunities that may not exist elsewhere in Middle Tennessee’s cities.
Traditional
Neighborhood
Developments
feature a range
of housing
types, including the types
of housing currently needed
in Tullahoma.
They come
with strong design standards
that maintain
their value over
time.

market supports development of up to about 190 market-rate rental units, and there is also
potential for 75 to 140 workforce rental units. High-quality design standards would be essential for promoting multi-family development in communities that are otherwise resis-

In terms of location, the Place Types section of this plan includes a “Traditional Neighbor-

tant to that form of housing. Locating such development in or near commercial corridors

hood - New” category with TND-type development in mind. There are several undeveloped

not only helps avoid direct conflict with single-family neighborhoods, but also provides

areas that have been designated with this Place Type. For example, one is on the eastern

amenity value to renters who then have direct access to goods and services. Ideally, spe-

edge of town just north of East Lincoln Street, and it abuts Bobo Creek on its northeast cor-

cific locations for apartments can be identified by the City to help secure development

ner. Another is in the southwest corner of town just south of West Lincoln Street and south

opportunities against any future opposition. The Place Types section of this plan identifies

and southwest of the North Fork of Blue Creek. Yet another is located along the southern

locations for such housing in Suburban Corridor and Suburban Neighborhood areas.

edge of Tullahoma a bit west of South Jackson Street and immediately east of Rock Creek.
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HOUSING
Marketing & Developer Recruitment

Funding & Leveraging

There is a need to package and promote sites for housing development within the city

Coupled with an effort to discourage sprawl and growth outside of the City’s regulatory

limits of Tullahoma to potential housing developers. Tullahoma has lost some of its local

authority, Tullahoma can offer incentives to develop in town. As noted above, there is the

housing building industry, but the regional development community has not yet “found”

opportunity to consolidate vacant and under-utilized sites in the city and to package them

the community or discovered its potential for housing development. Area builders con-

with public amenities like parks, high-quality schools (which is an incentive in itself ), and

tinue to find sites for low-cost development outside of the City limits, foregoing the City’s

recreation facilities. The City can accomplish this task in several different ways, such as

regulatory authority, while holding down costs. But there are regional and national devel-

through a “Land Bank” approach that allows the City to acquire land strategically through

opers active in the Murfreesboro market that are more familiar with the need for sidewalks,

purchase, condemnation through codes enforcement, default, tax liens, gifting, consolida-

street trees, and other higher development standards. These types of developers should

tion with City land or of City agency facilities, and/or partnerships with property owners for

be targeted for recruitment to Tullahoma, rather than maintaining lower standards to meet

equity investment. The City can then promote sites for master planning and development.

the nominal cost requirements of low-cost builders. Elsewhere in this plan are recommendations to enhance Tullahoma’s development standards (see pages 68, 76 and 84). Also, a
marketing package should be created with information on incentives and other important
information to use as a tool to recruit developers.

Whether or not the City plays a pro-active role in accumulating land, it can help facilitate
the creation of sites for development or redevelopment such as by encouraging private
property owners to form equity partnerships to consolidate vacant or underutilized parcels. The City can leverage development through technical assistance such as:

Some of these regional developers have discovered opportunities in Shelbyville and other
smaller Middle Tennessee markets. Targeting outreach to these residential builders (both
rental and for-sale) should be a part of the City’s economic and business development
efforts. This Comprehensive Plan, which would be shared with potential developers, will
help in that regard by establishing locations and parameters for housing development and
by indicating the depth of market potential.

• Funding the creation of master plans, engineering studies, or other due diligence
• Working on behalf of property owners to recruit developers (such as through an RFP
process)
• Improving the streetscape (e.g., underground utilities in the downtown area) and
upgrading infrastructure (e.g., adding sidewalks)

There are many regional and
national developers active in
Middle Tennessee communities such as Murfreesboro and
Shelbyville, but they do not seem
to have discovered the strong
market potential in Tullahoma.
It will be important for the City
to actively recruit such developers, who are also not discouraged by high-quality design
standards such as sidewalks and
street trees.

• Fast-tracking the regulatory process and reducing fees for designated sites, and
• Creating or packaging infrastructure and grant incentives for targeted sites.
Such incentives might also include a payment in-lieu of taxes (PILOT) program or, for more
complex mixed-use projects Downtown, a tax increment financing (TIF) program. The City
should also use these programs to help target and promote the inclusion of workforce
housing units in new development.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Appendix B of this plan contains the full version of the Economic Baseline Assessment,
while pages 21-23 in the plan’s Existing Conditions section provides a summary of those
key findings. Tullahoma. As noted in the previous section, public opinions do not replace
objective economic analysis based on statistics. However, the graph below reflects how
people ranked, in their opinions, the types of jobs needed in Tullahoma. Technology jobs
had the greatest support, which is a good fit for AEDC and the UT Space Institute, while the

Background
This plan section is adapted from Appendix E of this plan - the Economic Development
Strategy. It features only the key highlights from that report, so please refer to the full
report for details.

next highest rankings were for manufacturing/warehousing and professional service jobs.

VISION STATEMENT
A Unified Message of Tullahoma in 2040:
Tullahoma is a vibrant economic hub and a city on the move; a tourism destination with natural assets and a culture of innovation in aviation testing
technologies and medical services; a proud, attractive and walkable community with great schools, diverse housing, and a small town lifestyle.

Economic Development Objectives
When asked
“How would you
rank the importance
of the following issues
for Tullahoma?” survey
respondents ranked
Economic Development
as the top of seven
choices.

The following objectives were forged through a series of focus group meetings with various representatives of Tullahoma’s economic development community.
1. Become a medical services hub and a center for technology innovation, with a focus
on testing and product and process development.
2. Identify and prioritize sites and buildings for rehabilitation, redevelopment and new
development (e.g., older warehouses, airport business park).
3. Enable development of diverse housing to accommodate the needs of the workforce,
professional recruitment, and lifestyle changes.
4. Become a tourism destination, building existing assets and through traffic.
5. Develop a unified voice in marketing our strengths.
6. Enhance our aesthetic qualities through streetscape improvements, especially in our
commercial corridors and gateways.
7. Diversify our fiscal base in order to enable more opportunities for funding and staffing
projects and programs that are needed in the city.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Health Services & Biomedical Industries Hub

Aviation & Aerospace Industries and
Associated Technology Development

Tullahoma is recognized as a medical hub for Coffee, Franklin, and surrounding counties.
The Vanderbilt-Tullahoma Harton Hospital serves as an important anchor for medical and

Tullahoma has long been a center for innovation, with the testing and development of avi-

health care services in southern Middle Tennessee. Health care remains one of the nation’s

ation and aerospace technologies. The presence of the Arnold Engineering Development

fastest growing economic sectors. There is an opportunity to grow this hub and concen-

Complex (AEDC) has driven this innovation. While AEDC has had an enormous impact on

trate more health care services in the city as a spur for high-value and high-wage jobs.

the local economy, driving demand for local services and supporting local business development, the base has not yet spun-off an active, sustainable cadre of private companies

Anchor Uses & Activities

developing and manufacturing commercial products in Tullahoma based on the base’s

• Vanderbilt-Tullahoma Harton Hospital

technology innovation and strengths. Yet, there are opportunities to build on the local

• LifeFlight - helicopter service based at Tullahoma Municipal Airport

skills, expertise, and possibly facilities and equipment that are unique to AEDC to spur en-

• Health care cluster - providers, services, suppliers, and associated support activities

trepreneurial development and attract businesses to commercialize emerging technologies. Opportunities and strategies are identified here to leverage local assets, including

Educational Resources
• Motlow State Community College - offers relevant programs in Bioinformatics, Health Sciences, Nursing, Preclinical Lab, and Pro-OT & PT
Health Care Services & Related Business Recruitment
• Identify significant gaps in the supply of health care services or related businesses that
provide an opportunity for business recruitment or development.
• Potential opportunities include small medical device and equipment manufacturers, suppliers, or repair services given Tullahoma’s strength as a center for aviation and aerodynamic testing technologies.

AEDC, the U.T. Space Institute, and the Tullahoma Municipal Airport for the purposes of
economic development.
Anchor Uses & Activities
• AEDC is the primary existing anchor for this set of strategies
• Military contractors with specialized expertise and experience
• Tullahoma Regional (Municipal) Airport is situated adjacent to under utilized land that
could be further developed for associated activities
• Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville and its contractors provide opportunities for further spinoff in aerospace innovation and technology development

See page 6 of Appendix E for the full

Educational Resources

list of recruitment opportunities.

The University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) is another anchor use and educational

Operating Structure

resource available for leveraging and growing the technology sector in Tullahoma. Re-

It is recommended that the City and its

search Centers at the institute include:

economic development partners estab-

• BEAMS (Biomedical Engineering and Materials Science)

lish a committee charged with outreach,

• CEAR (Computational and Experimental Aerospace Research)

research, and support for this sector. The

• CLA (Center for Laser Applications)

committee would inform the broader
efforts of the City’s economic development and marketing team.

• HORIZON (High-Speed Original Research and Innovation Zone)
Vanderbilt-Tullahoma
Harton Hospital

• Mossbauer Lab (experimentation and analysis of spectra)
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Aviation & Aerospace Industries and
Associated Technology Development (continued)

Tourism Destination
Economic analysis and stakeholder visioning has indicated a need for the City of Tullahoma

Entrepreneurial Development & Business Recruitment

and its partners to become more directly engaged in marketing, developing, and promot-

There were opportunities identified for both entrepreneurial development and business

ing the city as a tourism destination.

recruitment relating to the AEDC hub, UTSI educational resources, and innovation activities clustered in Tullahoma. Some of these opportunities relate directly to aviation and
aerospace, but also to broad-based testing and product development.
Arnold Heritage Center & Innovation Park
A proposal has been developed by a group of citizens for the creation of an Arnold Heritage
Center and Innovation Park, which would focus on several different objectives, namely:
• A space for accommodating technology-related innovation, entrepreneurship, and business development
• A tourism hub to celebrate Hap Arnold and AEDC heritage including innovation in aviation and aerospace technology
• A recreational facility and park to promote better health and to fulfil a DoD directive to
enhance quality of life and recruitment
Although Air Force innovation hubs already exist or are under development, it is assumed

Anchor Uses & Activities
Key anchor uses and activities that are described in detail on pages 12-13 of Appendix E
(Economic Development Strategy) include the following:
• Whiskey Trail - connecting the Jack
Daniel’s and George Dickel distilleries, it may pose an opportunity
for one or both, or another distillery,
to operate a micro-distillery, bar/
restaurant, or retail establishment
in Downtown Tullahoma, although
market analysis would need to confirm the viability.
• Aviation & Aerospace Heritage - the

that the City will submit this proposal to the US Air Force/AFWERX program for funding

Beechcraft

consideration.

collections could be augmented

Technology Park
A longer-term opportunity rests in the concept of a technology park anchored perhaps
by the proposed Arnold Heritage Center and potentially by specialized functions or spinoff operations of UTSI and AEDC, as key drivers for innovation activity. The park would
be focused on product development, commercialization and manufacturing that would
maximize entrepreneurship and job creation. Components of the park might include:
• Aviation & Aerospace Technologies
• Medical-Related Technologies
• Aerodynamics Technologies
A feasibility study should be prepared for this concept to confirm its economic and financial viability. See page 11 of Appendix E for details on funding and management.

George Dickel
Distillery

Heritage

Museum’s

through the proposed Arnold Heritage Center and a new City library
Downtown area that houses special
collections relating to Air Force his-

Beechcraft Heritage
Museum

tory, aviation, and aerospace.
• Recreation Amenities - existing destinations already include the Short Springs State Natural Area, Lake Normandy, Woods Reservoir, and the Tims Ford State Park, while new ones
can include the proposed Rock Creek Park and an expanded greenway system.
• Live Music and Special Events - building upon the area’s existing events, this plan’s proposed development of a Downtown public space, to include a stage for performances,
could add further to Tullahoma’s draw for live music and events.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Tourism Destination (continued)

Buildings & Sites

Business Recruitment & Development

Stakeholders have noted a dispersed presence of under-utilized buildings and sites

To promote business development relating to 1) the whiskey trail, 2) aviation, aerospace,

throughout the city, but especially near Downtown and along key corridors radiating from

and military-related tourism, and 3) recreation-oriented tourism businesses, it is recom-

the city. Several strategies for enhancing the utilization of these sites and buildings are

mended that the findings of past or future market analysis completed for the City be used

summarized below and detailed on pages 15-16 of Appendix E.

as a basis for identifying specific business targets and opportunities for business leveraging and commercial development. Market analysis should provide forecasts on tour-

Recommendations Summary

ism-generated market support for specific categories, businesses and brands, as well as

• Inventory & Assessment: An

the requirements for recruitment and leveraging. Pages 13-14 of Appendix E of this plan

inventory of buildings and

elaborate on business recruitment and development recommendations for tourism in Tul-

sites should assess their

lahoma.

conditions for reuse, reha-

Marketing & Development Structure
The Tullahoma Area Chamber of Commerce already plays an important role in marketing
and promoting tourism to the city, and there is an appointed Tourism Committee for the
City. Regardless, there is a need for an entity engaged more on the product development
side of tourism, as opposed to marketing alone. The City of Columbia has created a tourism

bilitation, or redevelopment
(a retail market analysis will
often provide such an inventory of each commercial

Downtown has the potential for a
redevelopment district

building and use).

director staff position, who oversees both the development of tourism products, as well as

• Marketing Program: Once an inventory occurs and a list of priority sites has been estab-

marketing for the city. This position is funded through the City’s hotel/motel lodging tax.

lished, the City should work with owners and brokers to ensure that they are actively

Tullahoma may not have the resources by itself to create a municipal tourism position, but

marketed, and offer to facilitate or fast-track permits, approvals, and utilities.

there may be opportunities to collaborate with other agencies (e.g., AEDC, County/IDB)
in funding a broader development authority position dedicated to various development
projects, including tourism product development. The development component of this
position is oriented to conducting outreach, such as to AEDC, Marshall Space Flight Center, Jack Daniel’s, George Dickel, resort lodging developers, Beechcraft Heritage Museum,
potential recreation retailers, and others to facilitate discussions on potential products and
development opportunities. This position would also work within the various City agencies to coordinate on planning and zoning, permitting, master planning, proposals, grant
funding, and development relating to the various potential tourism projects (such as the
proposed Rock Creek Park, the Arnold Heritage Center, and others).

• Building Rehabilitation & Redevelopment District Incentives: The City should designate
redevelopment district(s), such as the Downtown and South Jackson area, and offer a
package of incentives (depending on the specific area) such as tax increment financing
(TIF), public improvements, building façade grants, a co-op purchasing program, and
loan guarantees.
• Streetscape Program: As already addressed in the Mobility and Downtown sections of
this plan, streetscaping can help leverage the revitalization of buildings and sites by encouraging more private investment, and might be accomplished in well-planned phases
that allow time for the City to generate sufficient advance funding.
• Workforce Housing: Targeting vacant or under-utilized sites and buildings, the City might
acquire properties in high-priority redevelopment districts or corridors and establish a
request for proposals (RFP) process to recruit workforce housing developers.
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Economic Development Structure
Stakeholders noted a disconnect between the myriad agencies, committees, and orga-

cruitment. The City should also identify comparable communities and benchmark them
against key factors.

nizations conducting various elements of economic development in Tullahoma and sur-

• Apply Adherence & Council Oversight: There is a need for adherence to the recommended

rounding areas. There is a need for collaboration, but also for consistent marketing and for

Strategic Plan and for Council oversight of the TAEDC to ensure that it is meeting ob-

designating responsibilities and resources to the appropriate parties to carry out specific

jectives. Staff performance needs to be measured, in part, based on adherence to the

strategies as outlined herein. The recommendations summarized below aim to refine the

Strategic Plan and accomplishments, as well as metrics, benchmarks, and such measures

existing economic development processes in which the City and its partners are currently

as: the number of business outreaches; retention and recruitment meetings; incentives

engaged, and the details can be found on pages 17-19 of Appendix E of this plan.

communicated and utilized; and marketing plans developed.

Tullahoma Area Economic Development Corporation (TAEDC)

Tullahoma Area Chamber of Commerce

The existing TAEDC should fulfill much of the role of directing economic development ef-

It is recommended that the Chamber have responsibility for tourism marketing, but should

forts for the City. However, there appears to be a lack of strategic planning, oversight,

work closely with the City (and its prospective development entity) in developing new

delegated powers, and tracking to ensure that economic development efforts are accom-

tourism products. The Chamber also has responsibility for business networking and reten-

plishing goals and objectives set forth for the city. To shore up this position, enhance its

tion, and working with existing businesses to ensure that they get the resources they need.

mandate, and strengthen outcomes, the following strategies are recommended.
• Develop an Economic Development Strategic Plan: The elements should build upon this
plan and include goals and objectives, projects list and status report, accomplishments,
recruitment targets, marketing and branding plan, funding and incentives, sites and
buildings, and a list of metrics and benchmarks to be used to measure success.
• Target Implementation Actions: An Implementation Action Plan should be developed as
part of the recommended Strategic Plan and should include specific timetables, designated responsibilities, funding requirements, and sources of funding where applicable.
• Restructure the Committee System: The existing and recommended new City committees
relating to Economic Development should serve in an advisory role to the TAEDC, rather
than solely as independent committees acting on economic development matters. A
Marketing Committee should also be formed with representatives of economic development entities to coordinate a consistent and “unified” messaging and branding strategy.
• Adopt Metrics & Benchmarking: In addition to standard measures (business starts and
failures, job change, relocations, unemployment statistics, etc.), metrics should also examine fiscal returns from projects, expansion and diversification of the tax base, building

Tullahoma Development Director/Authority
A need has been identified for a development entity, such as a Tullahoma Development
Authority (TDA), that focuses on project development and business recruitment in the
city. Many cities have a local development authority, often focused on their downtown or
sometimes working in tandem with the industrial development board. The City Manager
currently serves to some extent as the de facto development director, but there is a need
for a position dedicated to development. There are three models for consideration:
• Tullahoma Development Authority (TDA) created as a new agency with some financing
capacity to support the efforts of the TAEDC, Chamber, Airport Authority, and other entities on tourism and economic development efforts.
• TAEDC Director Position in the existing agency, expanded to comprise skills in both economic development (business recruitment, etc) and project development.
• TAEDC transitions to have a broader combined ED and development function, including
financing and policy capacity. This agency might have added staff capacity as well to
handle development projects, as well as business recruitment.

reuse and revitalization, new development, housing diversification, and labor force re-
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RESILIENCY
Overview

Policies & Actions

What is Resiliency?

This section identifies some policies and actions for resiliency that already exist, while oth-

According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, resiliency is:

ers are recommended. The focus here is on preventative measures, as opposed to dealing

“The ability of something to return to its original size and shape after being compressed
or deformed. An ability to recover from or adjust easily to adversity or change.”

with the aftermath of events that might challenge Tullahoma’s resiliency. The resiliency
issues most relevant to Tullahoma and addressed below include:
• Floodplains and water bodies

How Does Resiliency Relate to Planning?

• Tree canopy

Within the context of city planning, resiliency is the ability for communities to rebound

• Energy

from natural disasters such as flooding, mud slides, and wild fires. While this topic was

• Recycling

rarely address in the comprehensive plans of past decades, it is now becoming a standard
plan component. The reason for this change is that science has identified climate change
as the culprit for dramatic weather conditions that were less extreme in previous decades.
For example, the 100 year floodplains that once flooded an average of once every century
can now flood multiple times in a ten-year span. As stated in the American Planning As-

As indicated below, many of the proposed policies and actions have already been recommended elsewhere in this plan, which is not surprising given this plan’s alignment with
“Smart Growth” planning philosophies that place a strong emphasis on environmentally
friendliness. Where already addressed by this plan in more detail, page references will be
provided.

sociation’s 2020 publication “Climate Change Policy Guide”:
“Climate change is the most consequential worldwide environmental event that human
civilization has had to confront.”

Floodplains & Water Bodies
This topic may be the single most important one for Tullahoma related to resiliency, as
flooding can be a tremendous threat to lives and property. The primary streams and their

Pages 7-10 of this plan provide background information on the following existing natural

related floodways and floodplains consist of Rock Creek, Blue Creek, Bobo Creek and their

conditions in Tullahoma: topography, water resources, soils and forested areas. Also, page

various forks, as mapped on page 8 of this plan. Existing and proposed policies and actions

35 addresses climate change specifically. The purpose of this plan section is to address

include the following:

measures that the City might take to improve its resiliency in the face of climate change.

Existing Policies & Actions
• Stream buffers per State regulations (page 77)

Sample Comments from the Public Opinion Survey
“It is sad to see the destruction of natural areas, bulldozed for ill-conceived “development,” and with all the problems that follow.”

• City drainage maintenance program of pipe cleaning, debris removal, and inlet cleaning (page 75)
• City’s pursuit of a grant from the Tennessee Department of Agriculture (TDA) for Rock
Creek cleanup (page 78)

“Environmental concerns (eliminate plastic bags and bottles, styrofoam). Identify
chemical free-mow free zones for butterfly habitat restoration, enforcement of littering
fines when observed, etc.”

Proposed Policies & Actions

“Quit destroying woodland areas to build housing.”

• Discourage the disturbance of floodplains, which might include incentives such as

“One change [we need] is a new recycle building.”

transfer of development rights (pages 77-78)
• Encourage or mandate green infrastructure for stormwater (page 76)
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RESILIENCY
Policies & Actions (continued)

Proposed Policies & Actions

• Initiate a program to increase stormwater detention/retention (page 75)

• Adopt a tree preservation ordinance (page 78)

• Require street trees in the subdivision regulations (page 78)

• Revise drainage and detention design standards (page 75)
• Revise stormwater ordinances for development to better address impacts (page 75)

Energy is an important resiliency issue for two key reasons. First, some forms of energy
result in air pollution, such as those that burn fossil fuels. Secondly, energy sources that are

Tree Canopy
As explained previously in detail on page 10 of this plan, trees provide many benefits to
the natural and built environments. The diagram below makes this same point, although
it overlooks the stormwater absorption qualities of trees. Tree canopy policies and actions
are summarized below:

not renewable (unlike hydro, solar and wind-based sources) can eventually be used up. Below are existing and proposed policies and actions related to energy sources in Tullahoma.
Existing Policies & Actions
• The City has constructed a greenway system and bike facilities that can minimize the
use of motorized vehicles that burn fossil fuels

Existing Policies & Actions
• There are presently no known existing policies or
actions for this issue in Tullahoma

Energy

Since there
are many more ideas
to explore for resiliency
than a comprehensive
plan can address, the City
should consider commissioning a Resiliency
Plan.

Proposed Policies & Actions
• Expand the greenway and bike lanes throughout the community (pages 69-71)
• Require electric vehicle charging stations at civic buildings, private sector developments of a minimal magnitude, hotels, and encourage them elsewhere (page 72)
• Solar panels might be required for public sector buildings and incentivized for private
sector buildings
Recycling
Recycling reduces energy costs for production and keeps materials out of landfills.
Existing Policies & Actions
• Tullahoma already has a home pick-up recycling program, although glass is not included
(it is noteworthy that many communities do not pick up glass due to the costs)
Proposed Policies & Actions
• The City is already exploring options for glass recycling, and efforts should continue
It is also noteworthy that other aspects of this plan contribute to resiliency for Tullahoma.
For example, many of the proposed Place Types are for walkable mixed-use areas that are
environmentally friendly. Similarly, some of the proposed Road/Street Types accommo-

Source: International Society of Arboriculture

date pedestrian and bicycling mobility, which are also good for the environment.
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PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
Overview

Policy Revisions

An effective plan implementation strategy helps the community move from vision to real-

There are multiple ways to implement this plan, but key examples include the following

ity. The intent of this plan section is for the plan to be successfully implemented through

policy revisions (to the extent that the City can build consensus on these ideas).

the actions of the City, including elected and appointed bodies (boards and commissions)
and staff. Other entities and individuals will also be needed to implement the plan, in-

Zoning Revisions

cluding the local real estate and business community. The City’s required actions may in-

Per the recommended Place Types section of this plan, revisions will include:

clude ordinance amendments, budget approvals, and similar activities and tools. Capital

• Revise the zoning map consistent with this plan’s Place Types map (page 43)

projects that are part of this plan should be included in the City’s capital improvements

• Revise zoning standards consistent with this plan’s Place Types section (pages 44-59)

program and budgeted accordingly. Regardless of the specific responsibilities of the City
government, it will take the entire Tullahoma community, public sector, private sector and

Development Standards Revisions

non-profits, working together to achieve the full vision expressed in this plan.

• Adopt this plan’s proposed Road/Street Type standards (pages 62-65, 67)
• Adopt stormwater and green infrastructure regulations and/or incentives (pages 75-76)

How to Apply the Plan
Plan Implementation Committee
Just as the City appointed a diverse group of citizens to spearhead this comprehensive
planning project, a similar committee should be appointed to implement the plan. The
plan might include some members of the Project Steering Committee, along with other
citizens not previously directly involved with the project. This new committee should:
• Meet periodically to review and pursue ongoing implementation
• Be staffed by City planning staff to provide the needed support and implementation
• Report to the Board of Mayor and Aldermen at least annually regarding progress
Flexibility
The Comprehensive Plan should be viewed as a living document so that its implementation can be adjusted for changing circumstances. However, regardless of revisions, the
City should adhere to the plan’s Planning Principles, as listed on pages 39-40 of this plan.
Plan Updates
As new circumstances, opportunities and challenges for Tullahoma arise over time, the City

• Discourage the disturbance of floodplains (page 77)
• Adopt a tree preservation ordinance and require street trees for subdivisions (page 78)
Other Policy Changes
• Explore designating local historic districts and adopt design guidelines (pages 79-80)
• Adopt incentives for historic building rehabilitations and pursue CLG status (page 80)
• Regulate Downtown’s on-street parking with time limits, but without meters (page 91)
• Pursue financial incentives for property improvements, business development and
other economic development efforts of the private sector (pages 96, 99, 103)
• Require electric vehicle charging stations at civic buildings, private sector developments of a minimal magnitude, hotels, and encourage them elsewhere (page 72, 106)
• Explore requiring solar panels for public sector buildings and incentivizing them for
private sector buildings (page 106)
Urban Growth Boundaries
Page 31 of this plan features a map and information regarding the adopted Urban Growth
Boundary (UGB). The following recommendations are offered for Tullahoma’s UGB:

should periodically update the plan. It should be updated at least every five years based

Pursue Zoning Authority in UGB Areas

on new circumstances and the City’s implementation achievements for this plan. In fact, in

As explained previously on page 31, the City has been granted by Coffee and Franklin

states that mandate comprehensive planning (not including Tennessee), five year updates

Counties subdivision regulation authority and Planning Commission review authority for

are typically required, as well as zoning that is consistent with the community’s plan.

both of its designated UGBs, but not zoning regulation authority. While this planning proj-
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ect has not identified any reasons to change the UGB map, it is recommended that the City
revisit both Counties to pursue the authority to employ zoning regulations within both growth

Economic Costs of Sprawl

areas.

The following information was assembled by the Greenbelt Alliance, a non-profit
that advocates for Smart Growth, and adapted for this sidebar:

Designate Areas in the UGB with the Rural Place Type
As described earlier on page 46 in the Place Types section, this plan designates the Rural
Place Type for all portions of the UGB areas. The objective is to avoid sprawl, which can
have numerous negative impacts (see the sidebar at right regarding the fiscal implications
of sprawl). The one exception to this approach relates to the Traditional Neighborhood New (TN-N) Place Type. It is proposed that, when a TN-N located in a peripheral area of the
City straddles the UGB, the TN-N designation could extend into the UGB area so long as it is
physically contiguous with the portion of the TN-N already within the city limits. Also, the
development should meet the standards of the City regarding street design, utilities and
other infrastructure issues.

• Providing and maintaining water, sewer, roads, and other infrastructure to far-flung
neighborhoods is very costly for local governments. A 2015 study by the Global
Commission on the Economy and Climate found that policies limiting density
in large cities cost America over $1 trillion, and can increase per-capita land
consumption by up to 80% and car use by up to 60%. The estimated yearly
cost to provide roads in the most sprawled communities averaged $804.74 per
household, compared to $19.87 in the highest density communities.
• Sprawl results in higher transportation and energy costs, and reduced access to jobs,
services, and amenities in more centralized locations. These additional costs can

Tullahoma’s
Urban Growth
Boundary
(UGB) is limited to areas
to the north in
Coffee County
and areas
to the south
in Franklin
County. The
City should
continue to
pursue zoning
authority for
both of these
areas.

outweigh the typically-reduced housing prices that residents may pay to live in
outlying areas. Residents in sprawl neighborhoods can expect to drive about
three times as many miles as urban drivers, who rely more heavily on walking,
biking, and public transit. A 2012 San Francisco State University study found
a 10% increase in dense development and smart growth amenities - including
increases in housing density, jobs per capita and public transit infrastructure resulting in a 20% decrease in vehicle miles traveled.
• Public services are more expensive for low-density sprawl development than for
infill development. For example, a new development on the outskirts of a city
requires new police and fire services. Because sprawl development is more distant and less dense, more officers may need to be working at a time to cover the
additional area. Regarding fire services, the further a home is from a fire station,
the higher its property insurance rates are in order to address a low fire rating.
A Charlotte, North Carolina study in 2012 found that neighborhoods with low
densities and disconnected streets require four times the number of fire stations
at four times the cost compared with more compact and connected neighborhoods. The “Cost of Sprawl” analysis found that a city’s annual average household cost for public services is $1,416 in high-density areas, and up to $3,462 in
sprawling areas (as of 2012).
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Primary Capital Projects

Plan Implementation Matrix

Capital projects of the City are another important

The Implementation Matrix on the following pages lists specific recommendations ex-

plan implementation method, including the fol-

pressed throughout this plan. It provides a concise statement of each key recommenda-

lowing.

tion, cites the pages of the plan that provide more detail on the recommendation, indicates who will be responsible for implementation, and when the recommendation should

Mobility Improvements

be implemented. Below is an explanation of two of those information categories that call

Policies related to mobility, including road and

for greater elaboration.

street design standards, were summarized
on the previous page. Actual key initiatives

Responsible Party

related to mobility include the following:

The “responsible party” column in the matrix identifies individuals, groups, or organiza-

• Road improvements and connections per this plan’s Mobility section (pages 66-68)
• Bike and pedestrian mobility facilities (bike lanes, greenways, sidewalks, etc. (pages
69-71)
Other Improvements
Other improvements that should be initiated by the City include the following:

tions that should implement the subject recommendation. It should not be viewed as
exclusive or comprehensive because others who have not been listed may have an interest, skill, or responsibility for assisting with the recommendation. It should also not be interpreted to be mandatory. This part of the plan should remain fluid to be responsive and
nimble to take advantage of opportunities and partnerships as they present themselves
over the coming years. It should also be noted that the alphanumeric designation of each
recommendation does not reflect a sequencing of priorities.

• Infrastructure improvements for utilities, stormwater drainage, etc. (pages 74-76)
• Parks and recreation improvements (page 82-83)

Time-Frames

• Development of a new public space and additional parking Downtown (pages 92-94)

When considering the time-frame of a particular recommendation, it is important to understand that some actions build on others and cannot occur simultaneously if they are to
be effective. Therefore, actions listed as “Years 4-5” are not necessarily less important, but
they often just require other actions to occur first.

“There is no design so good that it can’t be messed up by bad implementation.”
- Sravani Saha Nakhro (physician and author)

“Aspirations without implementation is little more than a wish list.”
- Professor Salam Al Shereida (occupational health and safety expert)

“Dreaming is good, but implementation is success.”
- Paballo Seipei (social media manager)
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No. Recommendation

Page #

Responsible Party

Time-Frame

A.

Place Types

A-1

Adopt a new zoning map to implement this plan's proposed Place Types Map.

43

City

Year 1

A-2

Adopt new development provisions for this plan's proposed Natural Areas.

44-45

City

Year 1

A-3

Adopt new zoning provisions for this plan's proposed Rural Areas.

46-47

City

Year 1

A-4

Adopt new zoning provisions for this plan's proposed Suburban Areas.

48-51

City

Year 1

A-5

Adopt new zoning provisions for this plan's proposed Urban Areas.

52-56

City

Year 1

A-6

Adopt new zoning provisions for this plan's proposed Special Areas.

57-59

City

Year 1

B.

Mobility & Corridors

B-1

Adopt the Road/Street Type standards proposed in this plan.

62-65, 67

City

Year 1

B-2

Implement the proposed road/street improvements and connections through design and construction.

66-67

City, County, TDOT

Years 2-3

B-3

Implement this plan's non-motorized mobility improvements for greenways, bikeways and sidewalks.

69-71

City, County, TDOT

Ongoing

B-4

Redevelop North Jackson Street for a more functional and attractive street and associated development.

73, 85-86

City

Years 4-5

B-5

Manage Downtown's on-street parking to generate turnover to accommodate visitors for shopping, dining, etc.

88

City

Year 1

C.

Other Physical Improvements

C-1

Implement this plan's recommended infrastructure and utility improvements over time as funding allows.

74-76

Relevant utility companies

Ongoing

C-2

Implement this plan's recommended parks and recreation improvements over time as funding allows.

81-83

City

Ongoing

D.

Natural /Cultural Resources & Resiliency

D-1

Adopt regulations to discourage the disturbance of floodplains, including "cut and fill" to elevate buildings.

77-78

City

Year 1

D-2

Revise the subdivision regulations to require street trees for all new subdivisions.

78

City

Year 1

D-3

Adopt a tree ordinance to protect existing significant trees and avoid clear-cutting on development sites.

78

City

Year 1

D-4

Continue to pursue the addition of glass to the City's existing recyling home pick-up program.

102

City

Ongoing

D-5

Adopt requirements for electric vehicle charging stations at civic buildings and require/encourage elsewhere.

72, 102

City

Year 1

D-6

Mandate or encourage "green infrastructure" as part of the City's existing development regulations.

76

City

Year 1

D-7

Explore requiring solar panels for public sector buildings and incentivizing them for private sector buildings

102

City

Year 1

D-8

Explore the designation of local historic districts and adopt design guidelines (regardless of designations).

79-80

City

Year 1
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No. Recommendation

Page #

Responsible Party

Time-Frame

E.

Downtown

E-1

Establish a downtown revitalization program (potentially a Main Street program, but not necessarily).

90

City

Year 1

E-2

Explore the designation of local historic districts and adopt design guidelines (regardless of designations).

79-80

City

Year 1

E-3

Regulate on-street parking and develop new parking areas at locations proposed in this plan.

91-92

City

Year 1

E-4

Develop a new public space with a stage for performances, public restrooms and a famers mark

92-94

City

Years 2-3

E-5

Pursue new land uses and anchors, including housing, an event menu, and other specified uses.

95

Main Street program

Year 1

E-6

Conduct business development through market analysis, a recruitment committee, and other means.

95-96

Main Street program

Ongoing

E-7

Explore financial tools for businesses and property owners through a TIF, BID and related tools.

96

City, Main Street program

Years 2-3

E-8

Promote Downtown through digital media, special events and other methods per this plan.

96

Main Street program

Years 2-3

F.

Housing & Economic Development

F-1

Adopt design standards for multi-family housing and traditional neighborhood developments to ensure quality.

98

City

Year 1

F-2

Identify and recruit regional and national housing developers who are active in Middle Tennessee.

99

City

Ongoing

F-3

Support housing developers via land banking, infrastructure, technical assistance and other incentives.

99

City

Ongoing

F-4

Position Tullahoma as a health services and biomedical industries hub.

101

City and econ. develop. partners

Ongoing

F-5

Expand the aviation and aerospace industries and associated technology development in Tullahoma.

101-102

AEDC, UTSI, City/Airport

Ongoing

F-6

Strengthen Tullahoma's role as a tourism destination via the whiskey trail, aviation heritage, recreation and events 102-103

City, Chamber, attraction reps.

Ongoing

F-7

Inventory, incentivize and market under-utilized properties in targeted areas for uses such as workforce housing.

103

City, future Main Street program

Ongoing

F-8

Consolidate and strengthen Tullahoma's economic development structure and operations.

104

TAEDC, City, Chamber, partners Ongoing
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